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Executive Summary
1. Background.
The Horticulture Forum was established in 2005 with the following Terms of Reference.
I.

Provide a means of communication between the horticulture sectors on
collective horticulture industry issues;

II.

Provide a channel of communication between the horticulture industry and
DARD;

III.

Operate as a consultative and advisory body for DARD on broad horticultural
issues rather than sector specific issues without any statutory or regulatory role;

This report entitled “Review and Strategic Priorities for Development of the
Horticulture Industry in Northern Ireland” has been produced with assistance from
the Supply Chain Development Programme funded through the Northern Ireland Rural
Development Programme 2009-13. It represents the views of the Forum Members,
arrived at following comprehensive research and consultation with the industry and
relevant Government Agencies. It is therefore compiled on a sound technical base and
represents the considered views of the Horticulture Forum members and the industry.

2. Industry Overview.
2.1 Scope
The horticulture industry is diverse but can usefully be considered under three
headings; –
a) Production Horticulture (Food).
i) Mushrooms,
ii) Field Vegetables, Protected Crops,
iii) Fruit Crops, including apples (top fruit) and berries (soft fruit).
i
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b) Production Horticulture (Non-food)
iv) Ornamentals including bedding plants, hardy nursery stock, and ornamental
trees
v) Cut flowers / foliage and Trees (Native and Christmas).
c) Amenity and Retail (Horticulture) Services.
vi) Landscape and Amenity Services. This sector covers a wide range of
businesses and interests, including – Landscaping, Sports Turf, Arboriculture,
Local Authority Services, Golf Courses, Private and Commercial Garden
Services
vii) Specialist Retail outlets and Florists. These businesses are essential
elements within the horticulture production supply chain and their effective
performance (economically and technically) impact significantly on the
Production Horticulture (Non-Food) businesses in the country. They are therefore
considered to fall within the sphere of interest of the Horticulture Forum and so
are included within this report.
2.2 Economic Significance.
The economic significance of the industry and the individual sectors within it are
provided in the full report. The information collated here for the first time, confirms
that the horticulture industry is a major contributor to the local economy with a
farmgate output for production horticulture of some £71.7m plus at least £80m
per year earnings by those in the Landscape and Amenity Services sector . The
industry as a whole provides employment for over 6500 people in at least 1500
businesses plus a further 1000 people working in local authority / public sector
organisations. The Production Horticulture sector also provides the inputs for
approximately 50 food businesses, employing some 1,770 people and with a
gross turnover estimated at £195.5m.

3. External Impacts and Influences on the Market for Horticulture.
These were reviewed in Section 4 of the Report and the influences identified included -ii
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Global marketplace for foods with product sourced at competitive prices for Europe and
beyond.
Environmental pressures increasing due to international trade and the EU Thematic
Strategy reducing access to pesticides.
Climate change brings threats from extreme weather but also opportunities due to water
shortages in other areas and extended production seasons.
Increasing transport costs favour home production.
Horticulture food products are subject to the same consumer pressures as other food
products, including – value; convenience; innovation; health options; freshness; single
household quantities; local provenance; traceability; customer demand for increased
information on sources / production methods; growth in on-line purchasing.
The trends to diversity, value, convenience and volume are similar for non food
products to those for food items, as are the high volumes of imported products sold
locally. Although volume sales in ornamentals and trees has suffered with the reduction
in spend on both government infrastructure and domestic construction, there remains a
strong demand as expectations of the standard of finish expected in infrastructure
projects have risen and gardening has been popularised through TV and celebrity
gardener programmes
Cut flowers are increasing in importance as the local market, assisted by the
involvement of the supermarkets, catches up with market trends in the rest of Europe.
Within the Supply Chain the greatest impact comes from the concentration of supply
within a small number of purchasing organisations (supermarkets and buying groups)
leading to intense pressure on returns to producers and a trend to specialisation in order
to reduce costs and meet the quantities demanded.
Gardens have increasingly become an “additional living space”, thus creating demand
for hard landscape features and garden furniture.
Service demand has been increased through the aging population and high standards
expected in public parks and recreation areas.
Garden centres have grown rapidly in numbers and increased standards of service by
diversification into catering, pet supplies, gifts and Christmas goods.
Floristry remains an important source of employment and outlet for local products.

iii
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4. Development Opportunities.
Section 7 of the main report considers the opportunities, challenges and support needs
for individual sectors. Section 7 should be studied for details relating to each sector but
some of the key points are summarised below –
Strengths.
The industry has developed without any significant financial support so producers are
market focused, efficient and commercially astute.
Growers are mostly specialised, technically up to date and skilled; with strong linkages
to CAFRE Horticulture Development Advisers and CAFRE training provision.
Products have proven and accepted positive health image
Mushroom supply chains make good use of the Producer Organisation structures and
are as efficient as any worldwide; so can act as role models for others to follow.
Local climate is very suitable for growing products such as Bramley Apples and cut
flowers.
Climate change is likely to have generally positive effect on local production relative to
competitors.
Products such as vegetables are heavy and high in water content, while others such a
ornamentals and bedding plants are difficult or expensive to transport.
Strong local research base for mushrooms and top fruit.
Developed and diverse food processing sector to use and add value to the products of
the industry.
Strong CAFRE education provision for the Amenity and Floristry sectors with CAFRE
led training for the production horticulture sectors.
Well developed network of local Garden Centres to support local production.
Sectors well represented by Sector Organisations which participate in the Horticulture
Forum.
Island of Ireland’s location provides high plant health status.
Protected Geographical Indication status for Armagh Bramley Apples.

Opportunities.
Considerable growth opportunities through increasing market share (mushrooms and
cut flowers to UK) and/or import substitution (estimated 75% of trees and ornamentals
are currently imported).

iv
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Significant potential to enable recovery of the local economy through job creation.
Health promotion in association with others (e.g Five a day / More to Mushroom /
Mushroom Global Health campaigns) and local promotions such as “Local Freshness
Assured” will increase market volumes.
The energy efficiency of horticulture and other crops in converting sunlight to food is
many times greater than animal products thus producing both large economic and
energy (carbon footprint) benefits.
Climate change impact on other production regions will increase opportunity for import
substitution while facilitating local product diversification. However
this product diversification and extension of local season will require investment in
research, glasshouse structures, on farm storage and reduced energy technologies.
Can capitalise on local freshness; increasing transport costs and low carbon footprint
pressures through encouraging local purchasing.
Promotion opportunities are available through use of regional / protected local food
schemes.
Costs can be reduced through specialism and increased efficiency in both production
methods ( e.g replanted intensive orchards) and supply chains (e.g. increased
development of well run Producer Organisations).
Increased innovation in new food product development with CAFRE assistance –
includes both food and novel flowers/ornamentals.
Specialising and/or co-operating to meet market volumes demanded by supermarkets
and garden centre groups and DIY superstore supply systems.
Ensuring quality and reducing waste through competent drafting and evaluation of
Government contracts.
Stimulating demand by providing improved information to novice home gardeners on
product labels / leaflets.
Increasing quality of new entrants through promotion of horticulture as rewarding career.
Increasing training and education uptake of those in the industry as well as the
improving the relevance and effectiveness of the education provision for those entering
the industry (e.g Apprenticeship development and regular consultation with industry to
determine needs)
Improving market information to allow local producers to anticipate and meet shifting
market demands thus effectively exploiting market opportunities.

v
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Capitalise on the fact that NI mushrooms seen as UK products in the GB market which
provides advantage over imports from either Ireland or Europe

Challenges.
One major challenge faced by the industry is that of under capitalisation. The industry
needs to reinvest in order to improve efficiency, develop scale, improve quality and take
advantage of the market opportunities that are available. Funds for such investment can
only come from the businesses own funds based on a increase in profitable production;
from commercial finance such as bank lending; or from Government support based on a
strategic development programme.
Funding from profits is difficult in many sectors such as vegetable production, since the
power of the multiples has reduced margins to below sustainable levels even for the
most efficient.
The competitive European market for horticulture produce coupled with the increasing
tendency for supermarkets to treat the island of Ireland as one purchase and supply
market, means that disparities in the Government support available both sides of the
Border place the Northern Irish producer at a significant disadvantage. Appendix 3 of the
Report identifies the 40-50% Government support available to our close competitors in
Ireland.
The Forum recognises the support provided through the Agriculture and Forestry
Processing and Marketing Grant Scheme but this support is concentrated exclusively on
the processing sector and excludes the production sector on which the processing
sector depends for its raw material.
The investment situation has become particularly acute because of the difficulty
experienced in obtaining support from Banks for self funded investment. This is
exacerbated by the lack of lender confidence due to the absence of any strategic
development plan for the industry or commitment by Government to its development.
The diversity and small scale of the industry makes it particularly difficult to ensure that
the research needs of the sector are met. The industry is concerned that minority sectors
will be unable to satisfy any “value for money” criteria within the DARD Evidence and
Innovation Strategy and associated research calls. Maintenance and development of
research and technology partnership arrangements with organisations such as Teagasc
in Ireland and The Horticulture Development Company (HDC) in Great Britain are critical
to securing the future of the industry.
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The same applies to the DARD Research Challenge fund since the ability of small
sectors to provide match funding is very limited.
The current arrangements with HDC are immensely valuable but will be put at risk if not
adequately supported by CAFRE and/or Growers.
Environmental pressures including the EU Thematic Strategy on Pesticides and other
legislative requirements relating to things such as waste, are a constant difficulty for an
industry working on very small margins.
The availability of competent and well trained labour is an ongoing challenge for the
industry. This is especially true for seasonal operations where continuity of employment
cannot be provided, and adds to the costs through the need for retraining new workers
each year.
The Amenity and Floristry sectors are well served by CAFRE education provision but the
small numbers in the other sectors means that little or no education provision is made to
provide trained new entrants to those minority sectors.
CAFRE provides Training and Knowledge and Technology Transfer programmes free of
charge to production horticulture but landscape and amenity service businesses receive
no such support.
High energy costs remain a challenge for those sectors using a lot of energy for heating
and cooling (e.g mushrooms / vegetables) or considering extending the growing season
in the future ( flowers / protected crops).
Transport costs to export markets will be an increasing problem as fuel costs continue to
rise. Efficient supply chains through co-operation or the development assemblers within
the supply chain will become increasingly critical in the future.
The Landscape and Amenity Services sectors have no single point of contact or
champion within the Northern Ireland Executive which makes them vulnerable to
omission in policy decisions or consultations.
Service providers in the Amenity Sector are regularly undercut in competitive tender
situations by unscrupulous or incompetent providers. Inadequate evaluation and scrutiny
provides poor long term value for public money and presents a high risk of the appointed
contractor being unable to honour contract commitments.
Small garden centres and local nurseries suffer through supermarkets creaming off high
volume supplies at peak times.

vii
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5. Support Needs and Recommendations.

Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustained development but to do so it will require
support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development relating to each specific
sector are provided in Section 7 of the report where they are listed under the headings
of Policy (including funding programmes),Education and Training, Research, and
Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer.
Recommendations.
Recommendations for action, including these support arrangements are listed under
these headings within Section 8 of the Report.

While identification of potential funding streams is outside the competence of
the Forum, Members are keen to engage in discussions concerning inclusion of
funding for the industry within the NI Rural Development Programme 2014 -2020
and/or future Programmes for Government.

6 Future Action.
The Horticulture Forum has specified within Sections 9 and 10 of the Report, a
comprehensive Action Plan for the Future Development of the Industry complete with
lead responsibilities and an Action plan timeline.
It is the Forum’s intention to revisit and update this action plan on a regular basis in the
years to come. This will ensure that it remains a living document and retains its
relevance over the years.

Horticulture Forum for Northern Ireland
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Review and Strategic Priorities for the Development of
the Horticulture Industry in Northern Ireland
1. Background.
The Department of Agriculture and Rural Development for Northern Ireland (DARD)
commissioned a review of the Commercial Horticulture Sector which was completed by
PricewaterhouseCoopers in 2002. This report identified opportunities for and barriers to
the development of the Commercial Horticulture Sector and outlined a Development
Plan for the Industry at that time.
While that Report1 emphasised the key role to be played by strong Trade Associations
capable of representing and providing strategic leadership for the individual sectors- it
found that many of the issues raised were common across the various parts of the
industry. The Report therefore also identified the need for the Horticulture Industry to
work more closely across the sectors to identify solutions to common problems and to
present a single stronger voice on a range of issues.
Following consultation with the industry The Horticulture Forum was established in
2005 to engage all sectors and with the following Terms of Reference.

I.

Provide a means of communication between the horticulture sectors on collective
horticulture industry issues;

II.

Provide a channel of communication between the horticulture industry and DARD;

III.

Operate as a consultative and advisory body for DARD on broad horticultural issues rather
than sector specific issues without any statutory or regulatory role;

IV.

Continue to meet only so long as industry finds it beneficial.

The Horticulture Forum now meets at regular intervals and attracts active representation
from various industry bodies – namely the Landscape Contractors of Ireland (ALCI),
UFU Vegetable Committee, Ulster Farmers Union (UFU), NI Fruit Growers Association
1
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(NIFGA), Growers NI, Fruit Industry Federation (FIF) and Horticultural Trades
Association (HTA). A representative of the mushroom sector is provided by the
Northway Mushrooms Producer Organisation while coverage of any other significant
interests is achieved by invitations to organisations and individuals with relevant
experience and expertise. The Forum receives active technical and administrative
support from CAFRE and DARD Supply Chain Branch.

The Forum is unusual in bringing together what is generally known as Commercial or
Production Horticulture – “the production of the plants for food or ornamental use” – with
Amenity Horticulture or Amenity Horticulture Services – “care of land primarily used for
recreation, pleasure, visual enhancement or environmental protection and improvement,
rather than for the production of economic crops”.

The Forum currently has strong representation from the production horticulture sector
but has found it difficult to achieve wider engagement with the Amenity Services sector.
It remains committed to work closely with and represent organisations throughout the
entire Horticulture Industry.
The Forum’s sphere of interest and this Strategy therefore extends to cover –
I.

Mushrooms

II.

Vegetables

III.

Ornamentals

IV.

Cut Foliage / Flowers

V.

Fruit
a) Top Fruit
b) Soft Fruit

VI.

Landscape and Amenity Services.

VII.

Retail Horticulture Services and Floristry

This strategy differs from the original PWC DARD Strategy and also many of the other
horticulture strategy studies published in recent years, by including the amenity and
retail services sectors but excluding ware potatoes, which are already covered by both
2
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the UFU through its Potato Committee and also through the activities and
representations of the Ulster Arable Society.

2. What is the purpose of this Strategy for the Horticulture Industry?
This strategy differs from most strategies of this type in that it is coming from the
industry itself, and is strongly focused on the action, identified by the industry, which is
needed to ensure it can compete in the modern world and contribute effectively to the
Northern Ireland economy.
“Strategy means making clear-cut choices about how to compete – Jack Walsh,
CEO General Electric Co.

With the increased activity of the devolved administration and the associated
engagement of the Executive Ministers with stakeholders, the horticulture industry is
keen to demonstrate that it will do what it can to help itself and also has a clear idea of
what support it requires from Government and others to increase its efficiency,
effectiveness and competitiveness in the marketplace.

A clear strategy will help the Forum contribute effectively to current and future
consultations on critical areas of support such as investment, education and training,
advice and research, which impact on its ability to maximise its contribution to society
and the Northern Ireland economy.

Why does Horticulture need another Strategy in 2012?
The original PWC study is now 10 years old and, while the core issues remain pretty
well unchanged, there have been some shifts in emphasis and priority – see Section 4.

The Ministers of Agriculture and Rural Development and Enterprise, Trade and
Investment have established an Agri-Food Strategy Board (AFSB) as the recommended
successor to the current arrangements for delivery of the Northern Ireland Agri-Food
Strategy. It is anticipated that the Board will expect and be receptive to, representations
3
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from industry bodies such as the Horticulture Forum. This strategy will prepare the
industry to make effective representations to the AFSB – on both a reactive and
proactive basis.

Since the initial PWC Strategy was published the industry and the markets which it
serves have continued to evolve. There have also been a number of relevant studies
and publications by organisations such as Bord Bia, InterTradeIreland, Bord Glas, AFBI,
DAFF and DEFRA/EFPP. This additional information has been considered and has
helped inform this updated strategy.
3. Overview of the Horticulture Industry in Northern Ireland.
A full review of the significance of the horticulture industry to the Northern Ireland
economy has been compiled by the Horticulture Forum. The analysis confirms that the
horticulture industry makes a very significant contribution to the Northern Ireland
economy through direct employment and sales of its products and services, but also
contributes immeasurably to increasingly important areas of public health and social
wellbeing. Some of the key facts from that analysis are provided in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4
below.
The industry is diverse but can usefully be considered under three headings –
i) Production Horticulture (Food).
Includes Field Vegetables, Mushrooms, Protected Crops and Fruit Crops.
ii) Production Horticulture (Non-food)
Includes Ornamentals, Hardy Nursery Stock,Cut flowers / foliage and Trees
(Native and Christmas).
iii) Amenity and Retail (Horticulture) Services.
The Forum recognises that the Amenity and Retail Services sector covers a wide
range of businesses and interests, including – Landscaping, Sports Turf,
Arboriculture, Local Authority Services, Golf Courses, Private and Commercial
Garden Services, as well as Specialist Retail outlets and Florists.

4
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The Strategy cannot cover all elements in detail but the importance of the sector
in terms of both economic and social impact is such that their inclusion is
essential, if only to emphasise their significance and provide the basis for further
engagement in the future.

Lack of comprehensive and current survey information relating to the industry in
Northern Ireland means that many of the figures used in this strategy document are
estimates. This lack of hard information and discrepancies in the information
available is a continuing concern to the Forum. The figures quoted below have been
arrived at by considering the available factual information but then adjusting these
based on the experience of CAFRE Horticulture Development Advisers and the Forum
members’ own very considerable commercial knowledge. The figures are therefore
sufficiently robust to illustrate that the industry is a significant source of employment as
well as generating considerable income and added value to the NI economy.

This income is achieved and employment generated with minimal financial support from
Government. In 2010 £324m direct payments were made to the agricultural industry in
Northern Ireland 2 of which only a small amount was available to the production
horticulture industry ( SFP for Field Vegetables and Fruit, Countryside Management and
Farm Modernisation Schemes). In addition some £79.9 m compensation payments
relating to animal health were made to the industry between 2005 and 2010 while no
equivalent payments were available for plant health related issues.

The Forum recognises the support provided through the EU Agriculture and Forestry
Processing and Marketing Grant Scheme. Since 2008 some 19 horticulture related
businesses have obtained £5.03 m of support, although by definition this support is
concentrated almost exclusively in the processing businesses within the industry.

5
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The figures confirm that the production horticulture and amenity services
sectors are very largely self supporting and as such represent exceptional value
for money for any public funds invested in areas such as education, research and
technology transfer.
Table 1. Value of NI Horticulture Industry
Crop

Farm gate Value £

Farm gate Value £

2010 DARD Statistical

2011 based on CAFRE

Review

Development Service and
Industry estimates

Production Horticulture (Food)
13.5m

16m

Mushrooms

19.7m

28.5m

Fruit

7.1m

10m

Total

40.3m

54.5m

Vegetables and edible
crops

Production Horticulture (Non-food)
12.1m

16m

Cut Flowers

--

1.2 m

Total

12.1m

17.2 m

Ornamental and Hardy
Nursery Stock

6
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Table 2 Employment in NI Horticulture Industry.
Sector

Number of Businesses

Forum Workforce
Estimates

320 - 529

600 -1820

43

850

Amenity Services10

780

4000

Retail Horticulture Services

120

500

Florists

300

600

Total

1563

6,550 to 7770

Production Horticulture (excl.
mushrooms)*
Production Horticulture
(mushrooms)

(Garden Centres)

* Lower figures Lantra Survey10. Higher figures based on CAFRE / Forum experience
(Table 3)
Table 3. Employment in Production Horticulture Sector based on CAFRE / Forum
Knowledge)
Sector

Number of Businesses

Workforce *

Vegetables

50 + 30 under 3 ha

400

Ornamentals

210

850

Top Fruit

204

500

Cut Flowers

35

70

Total

529

1820

* In all cases casual and seasonal workers will be employed in addition to these full time
workers.

7
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Table 4.
Horticulture’s contribution to the Food Processing Industry in NI3.
Number of

Gross Turnover 2010

businesses

est.

49

£195.5m

FTE Employees 2010

1,770

The Landscape and Amenity Services sector is difficult to quantify in terms of financial
output as it includes a large number of part-time or one man enterprises servicing the
domestic market, in addition to the larger landscape and public authority contractors.

In terms of its economic and social importance, amenity work also impacts on other
aspects of society through providing and enhancing the environment and green
infrastructure with an indirect benefit to public health and general social wellbeing.
There is now a considerable body of evidence 15 proving that green space is
fundamental to the nation’s health, promoting both physical fitness and psychological
well being. Green landscapes have proven benefits in relieving stress; reducing the
incidence and aiding the recovery from severe mental health problems including
depression; reducing crime; and in the workplace reducing sick leave and staff turnover.
These benefits are not just qualitative but have been shown to have very considerable
financial benefits to the economy. For example -- an increase in fitness for just 1% of
the UK population is estimated to have the potential to deliver a social benefit of up to
£1.44bn per year while green areas in the workplace were shown in various studies to
reduced sick leave by 23%, improve attention span, reduce staff turnover and help
attract higher caliber employees. Such benefits of plants and green spaces are
frequently overlooked and undervalued by designers, planners and wider society.

There is also a major contribution to tourism generally through the creation and
maintenance of attractive public spaces, while in the case of greenkeeping services
there is a direct financial income from visitors attracted in increasing numbers to play on
the over 100 golf courses in the region.

8
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A measure of the size of this sector, in employment terms is provided by the LANTRA
NI Skills assessment in 2010 /1110 which estimated that the Horticulture, Landscaping
and Sports Turf sector in Northern Ireland contained some 780 businesses and
provided work for around 4000 people. District Councils, Private Estates, Community
and Charity organizations are significant employers with District Councils alone
estimated to employ around 1000 people in planting and maintaining public areas.This
suggest that, in the view of the Forum, the 4000 workforce figure identified by
LANTRA10 is a considerable underestimate of true employment in this sector.

Specialist Retail outlets such as Garden Centres are estimated to employ 500+ people
while some 280 floristry businesses are thought to provide work for 600+ people
(Section 7 viii).

The processing of fruit and vegetables (including potatoes) is a significant employer with
the provisional figure for 2010 being 1770 full time equivalent workers and with 49
businesses in the processing sector having a Gross Turnover of £195.53 m. These
figures are considered to be a underestimate since they don’t include processors with
turnovers below £500k of which there are many in the horticulture processing sector.

4. External Impacts on the Industry.
The PWC report identified a number of influences driving change across the whole
industry. All of these still remain true and are supported by more recent studies both in
GB4 and Ireland 5,7,8,9.

4.1 Production and supply of plant products
The key influences can be summarised as –
Global Market Place.
Retail and wholesale customers can now source quality products at competitive prices
from a wide range of European and international suppliers. While this presents
opportunities it also makes supply into both export and local markets very sensitive to
currency fluctuations.
9
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Environmental Pressures.
Consumer concerns are reflected in EU and national Government action to reduce
environmental impacts through legislation on issues such as waste management,
product safety and traceability. At the same time resource constraints within statutory
agencies are limiting action on plant health threats which are increasing through the
impact of global trade and climate changes. Of particular and increasing concern to the
Horticulture Industry is the steady loss of plant protection products due to the national
implementation of the EU Thematic Strategy on Pesticides .

Climate Change
Information on the projected Climate Change Impact on NI is largely based on Climate
Change Risk6 assessment published January 2012. This identified that despite,
contradictory recent experience, in the long term climate change in NI will lead to –
increased average temperatures throughout the year;
increased average winter rainfall;
decreased average summer rainfall;
more extreme and unseasonal weather conditions (wind, frost,rain); and
rising sea levels.

The Risk Assessment identified the main opportunities and threats for Horticulture as –
Greatest impact will be the knock on from dry seasons elsewhere – e.g. Spain / E England. This
provides opportunity for import substitution.
Vulnerability of temporary crop protection (tunnels) to extrement weather conditions, requiring
additional investment in more durable structures.
Apples – new varieties possible, as risk of spring frosts will diminish.
Wider range of vegetables can be grown.
Extension of growing season.

Changing Purchasing Trends.
The trends identified in 2002 are largely still apparent although the economic situation
has shifted the focus towards increased emphasis on value for money and away from
pure organic produce to that which is fresh and natural. The Bord Bia report on Retail
Markets Today and Tomorrow published in 2011 reflects the market trends in post10
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recession Ireland (RoI) . Some of the trends identified in this report, relevant to the
production horticulture sector, are included in Table 5. Issues relating to supply of nonedible items to the wholesale and retail industry are also included in italics, based on
the Bord Glas Amenity Profile updated by input from more recent commercial
experience and Horticultural Trade Association Market Updates 14.
Table 5. Major Retail Trends in Ireland and UK 2011
Increased emphasis on Products which deliverProduction Horticulture(Food)

Production Horticulture (Non-food)

Innovation (flavour and texture, )

Innovation (novelty and instant appeal)

Healthy Options

Successfully grow in local conditions

Convenience – “on the go” food items

Rapid/instant effects – mature plants /
trees

Partially prepared foods – “staying in is the

Low maintenance

new going out”
Longer shelf life – reduced waste

Consistent quality

Value

Application to small house/apartment living
– pot plants / hanging baskets / patio
plants

Freshness.

Import substitution to counter imports by
larger Garden Centres / Groups

Consistent quality

Increased emphasis on Packaging which provides
Production Horticulture(Food)

Production Horticulture (Non-food)

Convenience – the major growth area

Convenience – ease of transport / use

Product visibility

Sustainability / minimise waste

Sustainability / reduced carbon

Attraction – gifts / impulse purchases

Single household quantities

Information for the novice
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Local provenance – important for food

Adaptability – indoor / outdoor/ patio etc.

not for amenity plants
Longer shelf life.

Positioning in the market i.e. promotion message
Production Horticulture(Food)
Value

Production Horticulture (Non-food)
Ease of use – novice and apartment
dweller

Capitalise on Regional Food

Value – lower transport cost

designations
Brand value shifting to the retailer

Garden as additional room – outdoor living

Healthy credentials

Local quality produce suitable for local
conditions

Sustainable production

Freshness and quality (e.g. cut flowers)

Responsible retailing – help reduce

Rapid and reliable service to Garden

waste by minimising consumer over

Centres etc.

purchasing / longer shelf life.
Market sustained by older customers with
more secure income

Promotion methods
Production Horticulture (Food)
On-line grocery shopping – this will

Production Horticulture (Non-food)
e marketing- maximise opportunities

double in 5 years
Build relationships with supermarkets

Capitalise on growth of impulse purchases

to meet their needs

– attractive packaging.

Media personality influence

Anticipate growth in sales at larger Garden
Centres and DIY stores
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Increased product information (QSR)

Build relationships with supermarkets to
meet their needs

Social media promotion.

Media personality influence

User generated feedback

Social media promotion.
Disease resistance – no pesticides
required / green image/ low maintenance.
Focus marketing. Stage of life and home
ownership are the key motivators driving
purchases of garden products. Squeezed
middle income families have reduced
spend available.

Distribution and Supply Chain.
Production Horticulture (Food)

Production Horticulture (Non-Food)

Concentration of purchasing power in a

Concentration of purchasing power. Need

few purchasers (supermarkets).

to develop strategies for adapting to shift

Retailers see single Irish / UK market

of purchases by larger garden centres,
superchains, DIY sheds, buying groups, e
marketing etc.

Scale of operation and/or specialisation Pressure on costs as purchases are
required to drive down distribution

increasingly price sensitive. Need to (a)

costs/ meet volume requirements in

know and control distribution costs –

concentrated market

typically 10-15% of total cost; and b)
Identify action to know and control labour
costs which can be as high as 40% of total
costs – e.g. training / management

Tightening product ranges

Scale of operation and/or specialisation

(rationalising)

are required to drive down costs/ meet
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volume requirements in concentrated
market
Retailers expanding overseas --

Consider strategies such as informal co-

provides some opportunity.

operation through to Producer
Organisations to contain costs, research
markets and improve marketing

Fresh produce increase in local
convenience stores / home delivery

4.2 Landscape and Amenity Services.
This category covers the large number of businesses and organisation involved in the
construction and maintenance of amenity areas for domestic, local authority and
commercial clients. There is very little information available on this sector in Northern
Ireland but as stated earlier Horticulture, Landscaping and Sports Turf work is estimated
to involve at least, and probably considerably more than 4000 people working in 780
business, public authority and voluntary organisations 10.

The sector grew rapidly prior to 2002 due to public and private investment in housing
and infrastructure. It requires a wide range of skills, with some overlap with the
construction industry and can be subdivided into two main types of clients – domestic
(private home) and commercial

7.

The domestic market is highly competitive due to the

low barriers to entry and the large number of part-timers. The commercial market is
more capital intensive due to the investment in equipment required.
The increase has been fuelled by a shift in people’s “value perception” of public and
private areas. The public expect that new infrastructure projects such as roads are
finished with a high standard of planting, while gardens have shifted from the “space at
the back” to the “room outside” and indoor plants are enhancing the working
environment in many new buildings.
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The trend has been encouraged by celebrity media gardeners and this has increased
interest in the use of professional landscape architects and also the quest for larger
specimens to achieve the “instant garden” effect.

Most landscape contractors carry out both new work and maintenance of existing
facilities, while in the Bord Glas7 survey of 2001-02 soft landscaping accounted for an
average of 75% sales turnover in work within the private sector in Republic of Ireland. At
that time (2001/02) the work undertaken in the private sector landscaping sector was
valued at €194 m in the Republic of Ireland, having doubled in the previous 5 years,
with €31 million being spent on plants, most of which were purchased from local
nurseries. Commercial contractors demand a “one stop shop” from which they expect a
wide range of product to be available “off the shelf”. Purchases were dominated by
container shrubs (60% of value) with trees making up about 15% by value.

Companies working in the commercial sector also tend to be small (3-4 people on
average) but with some larger business employing up to 150 people.
Public authority organisations in the Republic of Ireland were estimated to spend a
further €105.7m on parks and landscaping in 2002 with purchases dominated by trees,
bedding plants and container shrubs. Sourcing trees outside Ireland was found to be
significant – the reasons given were that trees were not available locally in the required
size or species.

Managers at senior level were frequently qualified although this was rare at lower levels
where any training provided was generally “on the job”.

The key deciding factors in choosing a landscape contractor were found by Bord Bia to
be price, reputation and word of mouth recommendations.

The Association of Landscape Contractors (ALCI) in Ireland represents more than half
the major Landscape Contractors in Northern Ireland and sets standards for
15
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membership; requiring members to have been in business for at least 2 years; to
comply with a code of conduct and meet high standards of professional expertise and
conduct. ALCI also encourages good practice through awards schemes and
competitions.

The situation in the Amenity Services sector is made more complex by the large number
of part-time and one man businesses providing gardening services to households.
However the level of employment created is clearly very significant and the impact on
society is highly important. A simple assessment based on the numbers of people
working in the Landscape and Amenity Services sector suggests an economic
benefit to the economy in Northern Ireland of well over £80 m per year in both
public and private sectors.

It is, as pointed out earlier, inappropriate to value the benefit to society of the amenity
industry solely in direct economic terms since by providing an enhanced “green”
environment for both leisure activities and in the workplace, it makes such a huge
contribution to public health, community cohesion, recreation, tourism and general
wellbeing.

4.3 Retail Horticulture Services and Floristry.
The traditional market for shrubs and bedding plants up to the late 60s early 70s was
direct sales from nurseries on site or from mobile units and market stalls and this route
to market still exists. The Amenity Horticulture Directory 2011/12 lists 17 “Retail
Nurseries” who both grow plants and sell to retail customers.

During the 1970s to early 1980s specialist retail garden centres started to enter the
market. These initially grew some of their own material but have now become
essentially retailers of plants bought in locally or imported for GB and Europe. The 2009
Pesticide Use Survey of Hardy and Ornamental Nursery Stock reported that “99% of
these enterprises no longer grow their own produce but operate substantially as retail
outlets”
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The number of Garden Centers in Ireland continued to grow throughout the 1990s and
they expanded their product range to include hard landscape items and non-garden
items such as floristry, pet supplies, aquatics, giftware and Christmas items. This not
only increased the high value/high margin items on offer but helped even out sales,
which otherwise are very seasonal. During this period Garden Centres also improved
the customer experience with better layouts, labeling and provision of catering outlets.
Indeed the April 2012 HTA Market Update reports that during 2011 sales of plants and
garden items fell but catering has continued to grow rapidly (up over 100% between
2005 and 2011).

The growth in sales of other items is especially true of the larger garden centres where
plants can account for as little as 35% of total sales 7, although for the smaller centres
plant sales still accounted for 60% of turnover.

Competition increased further in the late 1990s with the arrival of the DIY stores also
selling garden plants and fixtures and multinational operators located near the larger
centres of population. These operations pose a particular challenge to local suppliers
with their centralized purchasing and distribution systems with high volume
requirements. Bord Glas figures 7 for the Republic of Ireland show that these larger
operators were increasing the proportion of plant material imported – 64% in 2002.
Florists provide important routes to market for cut flowers and pot plants as well as
creating added value products such as bouquets and displays for both corporate and
individual customers . Most but not all operate from retail shops and provide services
ranging from individual sales (cut flowers and pot plants) to personalised bouquets or
“dressing” locations for specific functions. Floristry businesses tend to be small and
locally based but they are now subject to increasing competition from garden centres
and supermarkets, now including floristry services as part of their efforts to extend the
range of services / products on offer.
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5. Cross Industry Influences
5.1 Features of a successful horticulture industry.
Section 7 of this report considers the opportunities, challenges and support needs for
individual sectors. There are however some themes which are common to all sectors
and indeed common to many of the other reports relating to the horticulture industry
undertaken in Ireland and the UK in recent years. These confirm that a competitive
horticulture industry in Northern Ireland will have –

I.

A good understanding of market requirements, based on soundly researched
information, ensuring a strong customer focus.

II.

A streamlined and efficient supply chain – both within and across sectors.

III.

A flexible and skilled workforce across all areas of activity – business and
financial management as well as technical competence, occupational and food
safety. An important contributor to this is a positive public perception of the
industry which is a key driver in encouraging investment and attracting young
people to enter the industry.

IV.

Access to up-to-date technical and research information of relevance to the
Northern Ireland industry; facilitated by effective local knowledge and technology
transfer capacity, to increase capability and innovation in the industry.

V.

A strong and co-ordinated voice to effectively promote and represent the
interests of the industry to consumers and customers, as well as Government.

VI.

Access to funding support to stimulate and support strategic investment based
on servicing identified market opportunities.

These requirements are reflected in individual sector reviews and the Action Plan
provided in the final section of this report.
“Undercapitalisation is the single biggest problem in the Irish horticulture
market, and the industry needs to re-invest in order to develop scale, improve
product quality and take advantage of the many market opportunities that are
available”
InterTradeIreland Review of the All-Island Horticulture Industry8”
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5.2 Sources of support to deliver success.
The industry has demonstrated its commitment to achieving sustainable development
through its own efforts and with the minimum of external assistance, however the
support required to enable this development are identified in Section 7 on a sector by
sector basis, under the headings of Policy, Education and Training, Research and
Advice/Knowledge and Technology Transfer. This support is currently provided through
a number of different organisations and Government Departments.

Policy. Within the Northern Ireland Executive, responsibility for production horticulture
rests with the Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) and it is active
in areas such as Plant Health and education/training. Businesses in the Amenity
Services sector are less clear as to which Department has responsibility for issues
relating to their development.
Education and Training. The College of Agriculture and Rural Enterprise (CAFRE) is
the main provider of formal education courses for the horticulture industry, but is more
active in some areas, such as Amenity Services, where demand is greatest. CAFRE
also provides training for the Production Horticulture sector through its Horticulture
Development Advisors. LANTRA is the Sector Skills Council for the horticulture
industry.
Research. The Agrifood and Biosciences Institute (AFBI) delivers research
programmes on Mushrooms and Top Fruit through its facility at Loughgall. The
Horticultural Development Company (HDC) is funded by a statutory levy paid by the
horticulture industry in Great Britain, through the Agriculture and Horticulture
Development Board (AHDB). HDC funds research and communicates the results to
growers in GB, but its remit does not extend to Northern Ireland. Following an HDC
Board visit to CAFRE’s Greenmount Campus during April 2011, growers in Northern
Ireland can currently access HDC results through the payment of a voluntary levy and
CAFRE Horticulture Development Advisers have access to HDC results through HDC
membership.
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Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer. CAFRE Horticulture Development
Advisors deliver programmes with the industry, aimed at achieving the adoption of
appropriate technology and good business practice.
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7. Horticulture Sector Reviews.

7 (i) Mushrooms

Mushroom production in Northern Ireland is now highly developed with some 43
growers producing high quality and skilfully graded product which is mostly sold in the
UK and Ireland through two Producer Organisations, Northway Mushrooms based in NI
and Commercial Mushroom Producers based in Co. Monaghan. The industry expanded
rapidly in the 1980s and 1990s, based on low cost production systems, satellite growing
with centralised compost production and marketing systems serving a growing market.
However increased competition from northern Europe ( Netherlands and Poland) and
rising production costs led to considerable consolidation in the early years of the 21st
century.
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This production is supported through sophisticated compost production with some
30,000 tonnes of the more advanced Phase III compost used in NI in addition to 34,000
tonnes of Phase II compost

13

. Another key element of the business is a highly

developed integrated marketing and logistics operation to ensure the efficient delivery of
fresh quality product to the UK each day.

1. Economic Significance
An estimated 22,000 tonnes of mushrooms were produced during 2011.
Production now concentrated with 43 producers and two major Producer Organisations.
Farm gate output estimated by CAFRE to be worth £28.5m (2011) .
In addition, compost production in Northern Ireland valued at £5.5m in 2010.

2. Strengths.
Stable structure has evolved after period of consolidation.
Growers very specialised and skilled.
Two very active and effective Producer Organisations who co-ordinate marketing and promotion
as well as supporting training and technology transfer.
Well developed reliable and efficient supply chain infrastructure (handling/logistics/
distribution).
Respected local research facility at AFBI Loughgall.
Existing small but developing education programme re mushrooms targeted at consumers and
children.
Positive health message (Mushroom Global Health Initiative)
Low climate change impact.

3. Opportunities.
Strong UK market with ongoing growth and respect for Northern Irish mushroom quality and
service standards.
Increased Phase III production capacity & modernisation of growing farms (e.g. shelf system
and chill storage), to increase efficiency and shelf life.
Capitalise production to maximize opportunities arising from forecast EU production shortfall
and UK market growth
Maximise competitive advantage on closeness to market – reduced carbon footprint, local
produce/branding etc.
Maximise PO activity and opportunities.
Capitalise on Bord Bia “More to Mushrooms” promotion in the UK and the “Mushroom Global
Health Initiative”.
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Consumer education on the health and nutritional benefits of mushrooms (and new cooking
options).
Develop “Value added” mushroom products e.g. Vitamin D enriched.
Avail of Renewable Heat Incentive Scheme opportunities to reduce energy costs.
Develop further all island collaboration and integration for Industry training, education,
research and KTT.

4. Challenges.
The absence of a strategy to provide direction and confidence for the sustained development of
the sector militates against investment by individual businesses in the sector and assigns
Government agencies to a passive and short term reactive role.
Sustainability and growth depends heavily on investment in both compost and production
facilities to achieve the necessary productivity, quality and efficiency. Strategic investment
support through grant assistance to competing producers in other Member States –e.g Republic
of Ireland, needs to be matched to secure the future of the industry.
Price competition in the market will remain intense so pressure to reduce costs will be
continuous – requires investment in new technology / production systems
Local industry very vulnerable to lack of Phase III compost production in NI (commercial
/exchange rate / disease pressures)
Energy costs are considerable so need to benchmark energy use, target energy reduction
investment, (including use of renewables) and make effective use of the NI Renewable Heat
Incentive.
Environmental pressures driven by consumer interest , reflected in EU / Government policies.–
o Reduction in energy (fossil fuel) use
o Composting technology and procedures
o Waste – sustainable and environmentally acceptable disposal of spent mushroom
substrate
o Approved chemical reviews
o Economic alternative to peat in mushroom casing
o General reduction in carbon footprint of the industry
Picking and grading are key skills – industry must continue training at all levels.

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD , DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
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Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendation, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments, to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development priorities for the
sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new on-farm technology and
production systems. The Investment Support for Commercial Horticulture operated in the
Republic of Ireland provides a successful model for such an approach – Appendix 3.
A key component of this policy led financial support will be directed at encouraging investment
in quality (Phase III) compost production in Northern Ireland.
Implement an effective policy instrument to ensure fair and equitable distribution of margin
over costs, along the supply chain (Groceries Code Adjudicator or Ombudsman) as soon as
possible and in line with action in GB.
Promotion programme in association with “NI Good Food” to stimulate consumption of local
“NI Fresh Produce”.
Clear support for the sustained development of Producer Organisations to improve marketing
and supply chain logistics.
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement and scientific support.

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked closely to a) the sector development
strategy and b) industry needs, rather than being driven by the demands of the validating
bodies.
Training and education should be co-ordinated and delivered on an all island basis to maximize
use of scarce resources.
Training and education should be based on regular industry consultation with support for
industry led training.

Research.
Local scientific mushroom research programmes based on the development strategy and
industry needs are critical to sustained development of the industry.
Regular production of up to date information on market / consumer trends similar to that
produced by Bord Bia in the Republic of Ireland to help the industry anticipate and meet
customer needs. Could be collaborative all-island programme of market research at regular
intervals
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Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Access to research results must be facilitated through competent interpretation to encourage
local adoption. The mushroom industry sets a very effective example of all island collaboration
and integration for Industry training, education, research and KTT. This needs to be secured and
further developed to meet industry and market needs.
A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is essential to
provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance.
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7 ii) Vegetables.

The vegetable sector includes field vegetables and protected crops such as lettuce
mostly grown under simple plastic tunnels. Businesses range in size from those
delivering small volumes to local shops, to large units supplying supermarket chains
through their Centralised Distribution Depots.
A small wholesale market still exists in the Belfast area which is supplied by local
growers. Some contract growing has developed linked to aggregators who then grade,
process and assemble to achieve the quality and volume required by supermarkets.
The growing Food Service industry is supplied by a few integrated companies sourcing
product from aggregators and the wholesale market.
There is need for investment in on farm first-stage processing and more sophisticated
farm stores to increase quality and shelf life.
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1. Economic Significance
Estimated 35,000 tonnes of produce marketed in 2011 with a farm gate value of £16 m output.
Based on the CAFRE and industry estimates there are approximately 400 full time workers
engaged in the production of field vegetables; plus many more casual and seasonal workers.
The sector is a major supplier to the 320 businesses employing 1770 people engaged in the
processing of fruit and vegetables in NI.

2. Strengths.
Self reliant growers with long experience in the sector.
Strong market focus due to absence of any market support in recent years
Vegetables have proven health benefit; a message supported by health professionals
Range of supply chains from larger growers working with multiples, to smaller growers supplying
local convenience stores; and farm shops.
Climate change will extend season and reduce imports.
Imports from outside Europe expensive due to relatively moist / bulky material
Value added processing has been developed for retail and food service industries
Good relationship with CAFRE Horticulture Development Advisors.
Support for processing development available through CAFRE Loughry Campus.

3. Opportunities.
Health promotion in association with others provides an opportunity to grow the market while
benefitting the national health through improved diet. – see Irish example Appendix 3.
Close to consumer providing freshness, reduced carbon footprint and security of supply.
Water supply not usually limiting – increasing critical issue for competitors due to impact of
climate change.
Climate change also provides opportunity to extend season and increase product range.
Can quickly respond to changes in consumer preferences as close to user.
Can supply direct to convenience stores and households, thus reducing the increasingly
significant transport costs.
Regional food designation can be built on to provide a market advantage and deliver import
substitution.
Linkage to Horticulture Development Company (HDC) advice allows growers to access latest
technology and production advice with CAFRE support.

4. Challenges.
Power of the multiples to dictate terms and price has reduced margins below sustainable levels
for even the most efficient
Lack of funds for major investment (either from own profits or Government) has led to an
undercapitalised sector. Especially critical due to 40-50% support available to close competitors
in Republic of Ireland – See Appendix 3.
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Difficulty in obtaining support from Banks for self funded investment
Loss of pesticide approvals makes meeting market standards more expensive
Some local research but information share from Horticulture Development Company is critical
and must be actively supported by the whole industry.
Labour turnover and skill shortages remain an issue due to the seasonal nature of the
production.
Extension of growing / supply season is important to retain customers and grow the local
market. This will be achieved through investment to capitalize on the impact of climate change,
backed by local research and demonstration.

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.

Policy
Implement an effective policy instrument to ensure fair and equitable distribution of margin
over costs, along the supply chain [Groceries Code Adjudicator (GCA) or Ombudsman] as soon as
possible and in line with action in GB.
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on the recommendations of
this review and recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to
provide direction, confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial
businesses operating in the sector.
The strategy should be supported by fair and equal treatment of the sector in any revamp of the
Single Farm Payment within the CAP reform package. The sector receives limited other support
and should not continue to be disadvantaged due to past decisions on historic entitlements.
A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development priorities for the
sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new on-farm technology, including onfarm storage and first-stage processing. The current situation has led to an undercapitalized
sector when compared to close competitors in Republic of Ireland who have ongoing access to
40-50% support – See Appendix 3.
Cross Department promotion programme to encourage healthy diets and stimulate
consumption of local “NI Fresh Produce”. This can be achieved through co-operative
arrangements with NI Good Food and health promotion agencies.
Clear guidance and support for the development of Producer Organisations to improve
marketing and achieve economies of scale in production and supply chain logistics.
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement supported by scientific
expertise.
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Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked closely to a) the sector development
strategy and b) industry needs, rather than being driven by the demands of the validating
bodies.
Training and education should be co-ordinated and delivered on an all island basis to maximize
use of scarce resources.
The lack of production horticulture provision at CAFRE is a concern to the industry which
believes that agriculture and associated courses should include a short mandatory section, such
as was once provided under an “Alternative Crops” module, to introduce an awareness of the
opportunities for horticulture crops within a main stream farming business.
Training and education should be based on regular industry consultation and strong industry
representation on CAFRE Advisory Boards and other education bodies.

Research.
Access to scientific research programmes on production technology linked to local industry
needs is vitally important. Research can currently be accessed through a voluntary agreement
negotiated with the Horticulture Development Company (HDC) or collaborative projects with
Teagasc / others, but must relate to local conditions. Any loss of HDC access due to inadequate
support from growers and/or CAFRE will have to be compensated for by more expensive local
provision.
Regular production of up to date information on market / consumer trends similar to that
produced by Bord Bia in RoI. This could be collaborative all-island market research at regular
intervals.
Benchmark supply chain costs and investigate feasible methods of reduction/containment.
A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is essential to
provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance as well as supporting
Government Agencies in ensuring effective screening of imported plant material

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Access to research results from HDC or elsewhere with interpretation by CAFRE to encourage
local adoption is essential. Current examples include alternative pest control strategies to
replace pesticide chemicals for which approval has been lost. Servicing this critical need
depends on the CAFRE team working on horticulture knowledge and business development
being suitably staffed and resourced.
Farm scale demonstrations, and Focus Farms linked to vegetable production.
Maximise the exchange of information and sharing of expertise with Teagasc and other sources
of technical information.
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7 iii) Ornamentals.

Nursery Growers produce plants for onward sale; directly or through wholesalers, to
landscape contractors, garden centres and other retail outlets such as DIY stores and
supermarkets.
The products can be crudely divided into Hardy Nursery Stock, Bedding Plants, Pot
Plants and Christmas and other Ornamental Trees.

Hardy Nursery Stock (HNS) are cultivated outdoors or under protection (plastic
tunnels) and may be grown in soil or in containers. Typically they consist of ornamental
trees of various size and age; fruit trees; roses and shrubs of various types, including
specialist items such as alpines, heaters and herbaceous plants. Production is highly
labour intensive (25 to 35% of costs). Label design and provision of consumer
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information is a key requirement for sales and profitability depends on selling high
quality material through premium outlets.

Bedding and Pot Plants are grown under protection, with bedding plants being sold for
replanting outside in beds or hanging baskets, while pot plants are sold for use indoors
to provide colour and enhance the living/working environment. Like HNS, growing is
labour intensive and production is increasingly specialised. Bedding plants are sold
through a wide range of outlets, including garden centres, supermarkets, garages and
DIY / hardware stores as well as under contract to Local Authorities. Peak supplies are
required in April-June and to a lesser extent July and August so some small scale
businesses operate on a seasonal basis to satisfy the peak demand locally. Pot Plants
are sold through a range of outlets, including garden centres, supermarkets and florists
with peak supply linked to celebrations such as Christmas / Mothers Day.
Native and Christmas tree production is by its very nature a seasonal trade although
the excellent conifer growing conditions in Ireland means that a significant export trade
has developed for Christmas Trees. An estimated 400,000 Christmas trees were
produced in the Republic of Ireland in 2002 with 75% thee sold to individual households
and 25% to the public authority / commercial market. A considerable volume of
Christmas tree sales in Northern Ireland are imported which
provides scope for increased local production.

Bord Glas figures from 2002 suggest that the breakdown in production value of
Ornamentals in Ireland was Hardy Nursery Stock (59 – 60%), Bedding and Pot Plants
(20-22%), Christmas Trees (12-13%) and outdoor flowers, bulbs etc. (7-8%).
The 2011 Pesticide Usage Survey published by AFBI / DARD uses a different
breakdown on an area basis and identifies a total area of 146 ha of non edible crops
produced.(Table 6).
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Table 6 Hardy and Ornamental Nursery Stock Production (NI) 2009.
Crop

Percentage of total

Area (ha)

area
Protected Crops (total)

18%

26.5

Non-protected (outside) crops

82%

119.5

Total non-edible crops

100%

146

Table 7. Breakdown of Protected Crop Areas
Crop

Percentage of

Area (ha)

protected crop area
Bedding and Pot Plants

52%

13.8

Shrubs, conifers and hedging

24%

6.2

Cut Flowers

22%

6

Ornamental crops (alpines, heathers

1%

0.22

1%

0.31

and herbaceous plants)
Other crops (trees and bulbs)

Table 8. Breakdown of Non-protected Crop Areas
Crop

Percentage of non -

Area (ha)

protected crop area
Shrubs conifers and hedging

14%

16.

Mixed (alpines, heathers, herbaceous

12%

14.1

Ornamental trees

4%

5.1

Roses

2%

2.5

Field grown bulbs

1%

1.1

Field and container-grown cut flowers

≤ 1%

0.28

Christmas and native trees

67%

80.1

and ornamental container-grown crops)
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This production is estimated to come from 226 growers, mostly concentrated in
Counties Down and Antrim with lesser quantities produced in Armagh and Tyrone and
very small numbers in Londonderry and Fermanagh. A total of 91 businesses are
registered with DARD to issue the Plant Passports required for trade within the EU.
Passports are not required for retail sales by producing nurseries.

The ornamental production sector has become increasingly specialised and the 2009
Pesticide Use Survey 12 commented that the traditional practice of in-house propagation
before selling in retail outlets and garden centres is now almost non-existent. It was
found that 99% of these enterprises no longer grow their own produce but operate
substantially as retail outlets. A number of producers do however still fulfil retail sales
from their production premises and the Passport figures suggest that this may be higher
than is reflected in official figures.
1. Economic Significance
CAFRE staff currently put the farm gate value of Hardy Nursery Stock production at £16m. This is
considerably higher than the figure of £12.1m for ornamental and hardy nursery stock quoted
by DARD2 for 2010. The industry believes that the difference is due to inadequacies in the DARD
reporting methodology used to compile the Statistical Review.
A large number of nurseries in Northern Irekland supply diverse wholesale and retail outlets
such as garden centres, landscape gardeners and DIY stores, while some retail directly from
their premises. The 2011/12 Amenity Horticulture Directory for Northern Ireland produced by
DARD in association with Growers NI lists 40 Wholesale Nurseries and 17 Retail Nurseries. These
production units are in addition to the 95 Garden Centres listed. A Yell search suggest that these
numbers are conservative with 44, 35 and 113 respectively being listed in that directory.
No recent survey figures are available for employment in the industry but the 2002 PWC
Strategy1 recorded 230 registered nurseries with plantings of 100 ha and employment of 583 full
and part-time staff. The Pesticide Usage Survey in 2009 identified 146 ha on approximately the
same number of units (226) so workforce numbers must now have increased due to the labour
intensive nature of such production. CAFRE estimates the current workforce as 850 which is
compatible with the previous reports adjusted for the increased area of production.

2. Strengths.
Experienced core of growers with track record in the industry.
Businesses have strong market focus due to absence of any market support.
Temperate climate well suited to quality production.
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Short supply chain is a particular advantage for sensitive bedding plants with very weather
dependant demand profile.
High plant health status in Northern Ireland / Ireland.

3. Opportunities.
Close to users provides freshness, reduced carbon footprint and security of supply; particularly
for bedding plants.
Import substitution opportunities are very evident for HNS , since a considerable volume of this
material is imported. For certain HNS lines imports, from outside NI, can be as high as 95% with
the general level of HNS imports being estimated at around 75%.
Increasing transport costs are making local production more competitive, -- provided production
is efficient.
Water supply not usually limiting, although costs can be considerable. Becoming a critical issue
for some competitors due to climate change.
Demand for more mature (larger) trees and shrubs, including Christmas trees.
Cost reduction through specialism, but this requires investment and support from funders,
including banks. To achieve the required volumes product will have to be exported .

4. Challenges.
Lack of funds for major investment (either from own profits or Government) has led to an
undercapitalised sector with resulting high labour and energy costs. Lack of investment is
especially critical due to 40-50% support available to stimulate investment by close competitors
in Republic of Ireland – See Appendix 3.
The huge range of HNS material required demanded by the market means that local nurseries
are generally producing a large number of lines with a low volume of each but are competing
against imports from larger operations in Europe or aggregators who assemble orders from a
number of specialised producers, who because of economies of scale are inherently more
efficient. Profit margins for local HNS producers are therefore low.
Need to provide this diverse range of material while meeting the value, quality and quantities
required by large Garden Centres, DIY Groups, Buying Groups and consolidated Public Sector
purchasing will require increased specialization in production and also marketing entrepreneurs
or organisations to aggregate supplies.
To allow specialization in production and achieve the required economies of scale for HNS , a
high proportion of the output will have to be exported. This will need active marketing support
such as that provided by Bord Bia in Ireland.
New product innovation – provide something different. Unless new products are developed and
adopted by local producers they will continue to act as gap fillers supplying when imports are
not available or because the local product is cheaper. Therefore without innovation and/or
economies of scale , profits will always be low.
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No local research base means information share from Horticulture Development Company is
critical but must be supplemented with appropriate interpretation by CAFRE to match and adapt
this information for local growing conditions.
Labour turnover and skill shortages remain an issue as within the small family businesses which
dominate the sector, career progression opportunities are limited.
Environmental (green) pressures (Loss of pesticide approvals / Peat growing medium/
dependence on oil based products ( e.g plastic packaging and polythene tunnels).
Sustained vigilance to protect against disease threats from imports and climate change.
High production costs ( energy, labour etc.) requires investment.

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.

Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development priorities for the
sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new technology. The current situation
has led to an undercapitalized sector when compared to close competitors in Republic of Ireland
who have ongoing access to 40-50% support – See Appendix 3.
Promotion programme to highlight quality and disease status of local production, backed by
encouragement to adopt Quality Assurance scheme(s), as required by the market.
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement supported by well
resourced scientific expertise

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked closely to a) the sector development
strategy and b) industry needs, rather than being driven by the demands of the validating
bodies.
Training and education should be based on regular industry consultation and strong industry
representation on CAFRE Advisory Boards and other education bodies.
The Public Authority / Local Council organizations are important customers for the local
ornamental sector. Training in the public authority procurement process and how to maximize
success in such competitions is important. Some good workshops are already delivered by Local
Enterprise Agencies / InterTrade Ireland etc.
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The lack of provision of students with horticulture production education is a worry and the
situation requires urgent action, whether through an apprenticeship scheme or other means

Research.
Access to scientific research programmes on production technology linked to local industry
needs. Research can currently be accessed through Horticulture Development Company (HDC)
or others, but must relate to local conditions. Any loss of HDC access due to inadequate support
from growers and/or CAFRE will have to be compensated for by more expensive local provision.
Regular production of up to date information on industry structures and market / consumer
trends similar to that produced by Bord Bia in Republic of Ireland. Could be collaborative allisland market research at regular intervals. Currently obtained on an ad hoc basis by attendance
at local and international trade shows and Trade Associations research based on the GB market.
Benchmark supply chain costs and investigate best practice to identify feasible methods of
reduction/containment.
A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is essential to
provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance as well as supporting
Government Agencies in ensuring effective screening of imported plant material

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Access to research results with interpretation to encourage local adoption.
On-farm demonstrations of new technologies and production methods, as provided by CAFRE is
vitally important. Servicing this critical need depends on the CAFRE team working on
horticulture knowledge and business development being suitably staffed and resourced.
Maximise the exchange of information internally and internationally – e.g. sharing of research /
technology costs and expertise with Teagasc and accessing the research results available
through HDC.
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7 iv) Cut Flowers / Foliage.

The production and marketing of cut flowers / foliage takes place in an internationally
competitive market. The Netherlands acts as the principal conduit for cut flowers into
Europe based on years of marketing experience, expertise and highly developed
distribution infrastructure. However new and developing sources of supply in Africa,
South America and Asia are responding quickly to take advantage of market
opportunities in the developed world.

Even in this extremely competitive market there are now at least 35 growers in Northern
Ireland producing approximately £1.2 m sales of cut flowers. This production has, with
considerable business and technical advisory support by CAFRE staff, grown rapidly
from £200k production by around 11 businesses in 2003. The 2011 / 12 Amenity
Horticulture Directory for Northern Ireland lists 14 cut flower growers and retailers
servicing this trade locally. The Pesticide Usage Survey in 2009 noted a 15% area
increase in cut flower production between 2003 and 2009.
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Demand for cut flowers is growing but locally is still well below levels in other European
countries where purchases are increasingly made through retail multiples. Within
Ireland 7 the local cut flower industry was found, as the market grew rapidly, to be
achieving a much reduced share of an expanding market; presenting an opportunity for
import substitution. The Bord Glas7 report identified key elements of the marketing edge
which local product must offer to be freshness, innovation (novelty), responsive
distribution and the range of product offered.
1. Economic Significance
Output in 2011 was estimated by CAFRE to be worth £1.2 m in farm gate sales
A total of 35 growers now generate employment for almost 70 people (full and part-time).

2. Strengths.
Cool climate very well suited to certain varieties such as Lilies and Stocks ensuring good quality
and a long production season.
Local production allows delivery of fresh product at frequent intervals.
New and enthusiastic growers responding to changing demand.
Good relationships now developed with multiples.
Establishment of the Northern Ireland Flowers and Foliage Association provides a single forum
for producers.
Strong CAFRE support and good communication with growers.

3. Opportunities.
Closeness to users provides freshness, reduced carbon footprint and security of supply. e.g
Stocks which are very difficult to transport long distances successfully.
Water supply not usually limiting – increasing critical issue for competitors due to climate
change
Import substitution opportunity is considerable as large volume of material is imported.
Growing market for cut flowers locally; especially through Supermarkets.
Good export opportunities to Republic of Ireland and Great Britain (GB) . Already being
established and have considerable potential for further development.
Extend the range of product offered through innovation and experimentation.
Extend the season by investing in glasshouses and modern heating and lighting systems.
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4. Challenges.
Lack of funds for major investment (either from own profits or Government) has led to an
undercapitalised sector. Especially critical due to 40-50% support available to close competitors
in Republic of Ireland – See Appendix 3.
High production costs (soil sterilization is very energy intensive).
Need to provide the quality and quantities required by multiples.
New product innovation – retain customer interest by providing something different.
Disease threats from imports and climate change.
Limited local research activity means information share from Horticulture Development
Company is critical but vulnerable to lack of support from growers.
Labour turnover and skill shortages remain an issue. Aggravated by seasonal production.
Environmental (green) pressures (Loss of pesticide approvals /Environmentally friendly
Packaging etc)
Transport costs to GB markets are high.

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development priorities for the
sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new technology. The current situation
has led to an undercapitalized sector when compared to close competitors in Republic of Ireland
who have ongoing access to 40-50% support – See Appendix 3.
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement and scientific support.

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked closely to a) the sector development
strategy and b) industry needs, rather than the requirements of the awarding bodies.
Training and education should be based on regular industry consultation . and strong industry
representation on CAFRE Advisory Boards and other education bodies.
The lack of provision of students with horticulture production education is a worry and the
situation requires urgent action, whether through an apprenticeship scheme or other means.
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Research.
Regular production of up to date information on market / consumer trends similar to that
produced by Bord Bia in RoI. Could be collaborative all-island research at regular intervals
Access to research programmes on production technology linked to local needs. Research can
be accessed through Horticulture Development Company, subject to this being sustained
through grower and CAFRE support, and/ or collaborative with Teagasc / others.
Benchmark supply chain costs and investigate feasible methods of reduction/containment.
A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is essential to
provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance as well as supporting
Government Agencies in ensuring effective screening of imported plant material.

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Maintain the excellent relationship between industry and CAFRE to access research results and
encourage local adoption of best practice. Servicing this critical need depends on the CAFRE
team working on horticulture knowledge and business development being suitably staffed and
resourced.
On-farm demonstrations of new products and production methods.
Maximise the exchange of information with HDC and sharing of expertise with Teagasc and
other centres of excellence.
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7 V) Fruit Production
The fruit industry is divided into Top Fruit (apples, pears, plums) and Soft Fruit
(strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, currants). Production is dominated in Northern
Ireland I by Top Fruit with an estimated output of some 47,000 tonnes of apples in
2011, valued at almost £10m from an area of over 1200 ha. Yield varies considerably
from season to season depending on growing conditions and is largely based on the
Bramley apple variety. Most growers have areas below 8 ha but a few large businesses
have over 25 ha of orchard11 .Most also grow a small proportion of dessert apples. The
Armagh Bramley Apple has recently been granted Protected Geographical Indication
(PGI) status because of its unique features.

Much of the apple produced is used for processing with an estimated 41% used for juice
/ cider and 46% processed into product such as pie filling / sliced apple.
Approximately 50% of the crop is sold direct from the orchard 11 as picked, with only
38% being held in controlled atmosphere storage.
Soft fruit is much smaller in area and volume with a total production of just over 200
tonne and a value of approximately £720k (correspondence with DARD). Production is
dominated by strawberries (184 t) followed by raspberries (19.9t) and gooseberries (9t).
Some of this material is processed and the remainder is sold fresh.
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7 V (a). Soft Fruit.

1. Economic Significance
Estimated output of approximately £700k in 2010 (DARD communication)

2. Strengths.
Local production allows delivery of fresh product at frequent intervals.
Extensive product range and new and enthusiastic growers responding to changing demand.
New production methods under protection allow an extended season, substituting for imported
product

3. Opportunities.
Health promotion in association with others – see Irish example Appendix 3
Closeness to users provides freshness, reduced carbon footprint and security of supply.
Water supply not usually limiting – increasingly critical issue for competitors.
Season can be extended and quality enhanced through new production methods demonstrated
at CAFRE, but requires investment in protective structures.
Could develop outlet through supermarkets / food service but requires volumes not currently
available locally.

4. Challenges.
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Lack of funds for major investment (either from own profits or Government) has led to an
undercapitalised sector. Especially critical due to 40-50% support available to close competitors
in Republic of Ireland – See Appendix 3.
No outlet through multiples as cannot currently provide the quality and quantities required.
Would benefit from Producer Organisation and/or central entrepreneurial pack house as found
in other sectors.
Short growing season without investment in protective structures.
Higher cost of inputs due to the small size of the industry in NI (inputs only required in small
volumes and limited number of suppliers minimizes competition).
Viability of importing relatively compact high value fruits and surplus production in GB.
Environmental (green) pressures (Loss of pesticide approvals /Environmentally friendly
Packaging etc)
High production costs (capital / energy / rainwater harvesting etc.)

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development priorities for the
sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new technology (e.g. protective
cropping). The current situation has led to an undercapitalized sector when compared to close
competitors in Republic of Ireland who have ongoing access to 40-50% support – See Appendix
3.
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement and scientific support.

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked closely to a) the sector development
strategy and b) industry needs. No relevant education programme exists at present.
Training and education should be based on regular industry consultation.
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Research.
Regular production of up to date information on market / consumer trends similar to that
produced by Bord Bia in RoI. Could be collaborative all-island research programme at regular
intervals
Access to research programmes on production technology linked to local needs. Research can
be accessed through Horticulture Development Company (HDC) or collaborative with Teagasc /
others but priorities must relate to local industry needs.
Benchmark supply chain costs and investigate feasible methods of reduction/containment.
A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is essential to
provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance as well as supporting
Government Agencies in ensuring effective screening of imported plant material

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Sustain relationship between industry, AFBI and CAFRE to access research results and encourage
local adoption. Servicing this critical need depends on the CAFRE team working on horticulture
knowledge and business development being suitably staffed and resourced.
Limited local research base means information share from HDC is critical. This must be backed
by competent interpretation to apply in local conditions and be supported by both CAFRE and
producers.
Maximise the exchange of information and sharing of expertise with Teagasc which for example
has strong expertise in strawberry production.
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7 V (b) Top Fruit.

1. Economic Significance
CAFRE development Advisors estimate production by around 204 businesses generated a farm
gate value of £10m in 2011.
Estimated employment in production of approx. 1000 people (full and part-time).
Underpins a processing industry with a turnover of £15 - £18 m which employs 180 – 200
people1.

2. Strengths.
Suitable local conditions to grow quality Bramley apples.
Strong culture of apple production in the Armagh / east Tyrone area with many experienced
growers.
Mixture of markets (processing / juice/ cider, retail) provides outlets for different products.
Local processing industry exporting product such as pie filling, sliced apple, apple juice and cider.
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Armagh Bramley Apple Protected Geographic Indication (PGI) status offers promotion
opportunity.
Renewed planting of dessert apples and some pears and Victoria plums
Strong local (AFBI Loughgall) research facility and expertise.
Effective training and Knowledge and Technology Transfer programmes with active grower
engagement and AFBI / CAFRE co-operation.

3. Opportunities.
Health promotion in association with others – see Irish example Appendix 3
Closeness to users provides freshness, reduced carbon footprint and security of supply.
Increase diversity and proportion of added value products.
Promote “Armagh Bramley Apple” PGI brand.
Reduce costs through adoption of new technology and supply chain collaboration.
Productivity gains through re-planting with more intensive orchards.
Diversified product range through planting new varieties and developing innovative processed
products.
Improve marketing through collaboration and improved information flows.
Climate change may allow production of more frost sensitive varieties.
Water availability provides potential advantage over competitors as climate change takes effect.
Legislation facilitates small scale (niche market) cider production
Producer Organisation facility and funding is available to support co-operation in the strategic
marketing and co-ordinated supply of product.

4. Challenges.
Lack of funds for major investment (either from own profits, Bank lending or Government) has
led to an undercapitalised sector. Especially critical due to 40-50% support available to close
competitors in Republic of Ireland – See Appendix 3. Both stores and orchards are expensive
(orchards £9000 / ha).
Loss of DPA storage chemical approval makes investment in new low oxygen stores essential
and urgent.
Small on-farm stores offer advantages of rapid filling but require co-ordinated supply
arrangements due to low product life once store is opened.
Adoption of new technology / production systems (e.g. modular orchards / new rootstocks) is
required to improve production efficiency, satisfy environmental pressures and prepare for
global warming.
Variable yields due to seasonal variation remains a challenge.
Extending harvest through planting fruit crops compatible with the core Bramley crop – thus
retaining skilled labour and spreading risk.
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5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development priorities for the
sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new technology . Two particular
priorities must be to achieve upgraded storage facilities including those at farm level (without
investment in new stores loss of DPA approval will be critically damaging to the industry) and to
achieve increased investment in production efficiency and diversity through planting new
orchards and varieties. The Investment Support for Commercial Horticulture operated in the
Republic of Ireland provides a successful model for such an approach – Appendix 3.
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement with the required scientific
support.

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked to industry needs based on regular
stakeholder consultation. Currently no local education provision.
Need to ensure that students entering the industry in Northern Ireland have easy access to
suitable education programmes. The small size of the sector may mean these are provided on an
all island basis in co-operation with Teagasc.

Research.
Regular production of up to date information on market / consumer trends similar to that
produced by Bord Bia in Republic of Ireland. Could be collaborative all-island research at regular
intervals.
Sustained access to local (AFBI) research programmes on new crops / varieties and production
technology linked to the sector development strategy and industry local needs.
Research should take account of predicted effects of climate change and anticipate consumer
priorities and environmental pressures.
Benchmark supply chain costs and promote examples of international best practice.
A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is essential to
provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance as well as supporting
Government Agencies in ensuring effective screening of imported plant material
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Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Urgent need to assess and guide industry on new storage methods / management protocols in
light of loss of Diphenylamine (DPA) .
Sustain relationship between industry and AFBI / CAFRE to access research results and
encourage local adoption.
Farm scale demonstration of new varieties, technologies and production methods by CAFRE
based on quality scientific research. Servicing this critical need depends on the CAFRE team
working on horticulture knowledge and business development being suitably staffed and
resourced.
Despite previous bad experiences of Producer Organisations this approach has worked very well
elsewhere. It should be revisited and best practice examples shared with the sector.
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7 Vi Landscape and Amenity Services

This category covers the large number of businesses which provide services involving
the care, construction and maintenance of landscape and sportsturf areas for the
domestic, local authority, government organizations and commercial customers. It also
includes major providers and employers within the public service and voluntary sector.

The information available on this industry in Northern Ireland is fragmented and largely
estimated, but the LANTRA Northern Ireland Skills Assessment conducted in 2010/11
estimated that there were 780 businesses employing 4000 people in what they define
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as the Horticulture. Landscaping and Sports Turf Industry. The report recognises that
even these significant figures (the second largest sector after Agricultural Livestock)
may, because of the sources used, omit some part-time businesses of which there are
many servicing the private garden market. It would be the view of the Forum
Members, based on their considerable and broad experience, and for the reasons
outlined below, that these LANTRA figures for workforce size, are a considerable
underestimate of the true size of this sector.

The Horticulture Landscaping and Sports Turf sector is defined by LANTRA as including
“Hard, soft and interior landscaping, sports turf and golf green-keeping, heritage and
botanic gardens, private, commercial and public grounds, parks and green spaces”.
Retail Garden Centres and Florists – in turn very significant employers and critical
components of the supply chain -- are not included in these figures and are identified
separately (Table 2).

The size of the industry is emphasized by the fact that the Growers NI, Amenity
Horticulture Directory for Northern Ireland lists of 95 Landscape Contractors; 11
Landscape Architects; 21 Garden Service providers and 46 Sundry Suppliers. Listing is
on a voluntary basis which means these are conservative indicators of the sector
activity. This underestimate is confirmed by the Yell Directory listing which identifies 283
Landscape Contractors / Landscapers; 45 Landscape Architects; and 383 Garden
Service providers.

There are 24 golf courses listed in this publication although there are known to be over
100 throughout the region ( Yell Directory lists 123 Golf Clubs in Northern Ireland).

The commercial listings will not include District Councils, believed to employ about 1000
people in planting and servicing public spaces; nor will it include the many charity,
health / therapy and private estate employers.
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In short, the official figures in our view underestimate the significance of the amenity
services sector and its importance in terms of employment and economic activity; as
well as its contribution to the wider economy and public good through added value for
tourism, recreation, culture and health – estimated as worth over £7.6 billion to the UK
each year10.

1. Economic Significance
Estimated £80m+ economic benefit through wages alone.
Estimated employment of at least 4000 people (full and part-time).
Added benefits for society in terms of quality of life and social well being.

2. Strengths.
Diverse range of small businesses serving commercial and domestic needs.
Core of flexible and skilled workers.
Association of Landscape Contractors of Ireland are developing and promoting standards of
quality and professional conduct. It is estimated that ALCI represents more than half the major
landscape businesses in Northern Ireland.
Strong CAFRE education programme (see Appendix 2) with well supported programmes from
Level 2 (Craft Level) through Level 3 (Supervisory Level) to Foundation Degree Level, in
landscape, sportsturf, general amenity horticulture, including the production of ornamentals.

3. Opportunities.
Increased evidence and understanding of the importance of an attractive living and working
environment will help the sector develop.
Expectation by the public and evidence of the benefits for public health, will ensure that
infrastructure investment must include quality landscaping.
Promotion of higher standards and codes of conduct for public contracts through improved and
more rigorous evaluation by competent assessors will raise standards and value for money.
Benefits of improved uptake of training and certification.
Benchmarking and control of costs.
Integration of management into ongoing maintenance contracts e.g. fertiliser / pesticide advice.
Development of an Apprenticeship Programme.
Industry / Government partnership to develop and promote high standards of professional
conduct / professional development.
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4. Challenges.
Can slip between the cracks – not production horticulture or retail or manufacture! Which
Government Department has lead responsibility? Need to have an identified contact and
“champion” for the sector within the Northern Ireland Executive.
Recognition by Government of the importance of the sector is required. Currently does not feel
appreciated or supported.
Reduction in personal expenditure / loss of consumer confidence.
Training of seasonal staff is expensive (not financially supported by Government as it is for
production horticulture) and so is often ignored.
Environmental (green) pressures (Loss of pesticide approvals increases costs).
Price undercutting by part –time / weekend self employed operators.
Increased commercial pressures and inadequate contract specification and tender assessment
leading to lowering of standards and reduced value for money.
Loss of experienced and senior staff in Local Government due to rationalization / cut backs.
Increased difficulty of the small local company in competing for large government contracts.

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but to do so it will
require support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
Policy
Amenity Services provide considerable employment in rural areas while helping to enhance the
quality of life and social environments in deprived areas throughout Northern Ireland. Action to
stimulate and enhance the activities of the sector should be included within future Rural
Development support arrangements.
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
Encourage standards of competence / codes of conduct for public contracts.
Improve levels of expertise amongst those assessing contracts. e.g. challenge unrealistic prices
leading to lower standards and contract failure.
Minimise unnecessary regulation and controls.
Clarify lead responsibility within Northern Ireland Executive.
Review policy on training support – affiliation to Construction is inappropriate for those not
engaged in “hard landscaping”, while CAFRE provision is on full cost basis for Amenity and free
for other sectors of horticulture industry.
Better definition of Northern Ireland education policy in relation to the adoption of Horticulture
Qualifications developed in Great Britain, which can be inappropriate for the local industry.
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Education and Training
Tailored education programmes linked to sector needs based on regular stakeholder
consultation with emphasis on industry needs ( ability to do the job ) rather than those of the
awarding bodies.
Development of education programmes / modules in areas where development opportunities
have been established and/or industry need identified.
Provision of Landscaping Apprenticeship in Horticulture.
Recognising that facilities must be appropriate and sustain the quality of the learning
experience, education and training should be available in diverse locations to reflect the needs
of the workforce and encourage local participation. -- e.g. partnership provision with FE
Colleges
Sharing /cutting programme development costs for minority sectors through collaborative
and/or distance learning programmes
Sector needs ongoing representation on the CAFRE Advisory Group.

Research.
Largely based on commercial horticulture growing systems research and consultancy linked
activity. No action identified. Funding would be an issue.
Any policy must be based on sound research evidence to identify and quantify needs.

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Introduction and stimulation of Quality Assurance schemes such as operated through Bord Bia
will help raise standards and value for money.
Sustain relationship between sector organizations and CAFRE to access best practice results and
encourage local adoption.
Increased engagement between industry and education providers in the Amenity Sector.
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7 VIII Retail Horticulture Services and Floristry

a) Retail Horticulture Services
The retail horticulture businesses which distribute and sell plants and garden products
are a vital link in the horticulture supply chain. Unlike the retail food sector they
frequently provide advice to customers on the selection and care of plants and design
of garden layouts. It is therefore essential to the reputation and credibility of the entire
supply chain that staff are knowledgeable and well trained technically, as well as in the
normal retail skills of selling and customer care.
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Enthusiastic and competent staff also grow the market by encouraging first time
homeowners and customers to try new things and provide them with the knowledge to
increase the chance of success and hence satisfaction with gardening as a fulfilling
pastime.

The traditional market for shrubs and bedding plants up to the late 1960s early 1970s
was direct sales from nurseries on site or from mobile units and market stalls and this
route to market still exists. During the 1970s to early 1980s specialist retail garden
centres started to enter the market. These initially grew some of their own material but
have now become essentially retailers of plants bought in locally or imported for Great
Britain and Europe. The 2009 Pesticide Use Survey of Hardy and Ornamental Nursery
Stock reported that “99% of these enterprises no longer grow their own produce but
operate substantially as retail outlets”

The number of Garden Centres continued to grow throughout the 1990s. The Amenity
Horticulture Directory for NI in 2011/12 lists 48 such retail outlets, while Yell Directory
identifies 111 Garden Centers. Listing is on a voluntary basis which means these are
conservative indicators of the sector activity.

During this period the garden centres also expanded their product range to include hard
landscape items and non-garden items such as floristry, pet shops, aquatics, giftware
and Christmas items. This not only increased the high value items on offer but extended
the sale season. They also improved the customer experience with better layouts,
labeling and provision of catering outlets. Indeed the April 2012 HTA Market Update
reports that during 2011 sales of plants and garden items fell but catering has continued
to grow rapidly (up over 100% between 2005 and 2011).

The growth in sales of other items is especially true of the larger garden centres where
plants can account for as little as 35% of total sales 7, although for the smaller centres
plant sales still accounted for about 60% of turnover.
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Competition increased further in the late 1990s with the arrival of the DIY stores also
selling garden plants and fixtures and multinational operators located near the larger
centres of population. These operations pose a particular challenge to local suppliers
with their centralized purchasing and distribution systems with high volume
requirements. Bord Glas figures 7 for the Republic of Ireland show that these larger
operators were increasing the proportion of plant material imported – 64% in 2002.

As well as a significant outlet for local produce the Garden Centres are major
employers. The average Medium sized Garden Centre surveyed by Bord Glas ( 0.5 – 1
m euro turnover) had 5.5 full time and 3.8 part time staff employed and accounted for
about 55% sales turnover at that time. The corresponding figures for small Garden
Centres were 2.1 full and 2.1 part-time employees. If these figures are applied to the
Northern Ireland situation there must be at least the equivalent of 500 full time
equivalent jobs in garden centres alone.

Training levels in garden centres is very variable with part-time staff training being a
particular issue. Bord Glass 7 reported that 56% of staff in independent garden centres
received no training during 200 / 2001 and even for full time staff only 22% received offsite training.

1. Economic Significance
Critical route to market for local produce
Estimated employment in production of at least 500 people (full and part-time).
Provides outlet for other local products, including crafts and artisan foods.

2. Strengths.
Well distributed geographically throughout Northern Ireland, with customer loyalty from the
local community.
Established relationships with local ornamental suppliers.
Some excellent examples of independent centres setting standards.

3. Opportunities.
Increased community engagement through industry working with schools, charities, grow your
own initiatives etc.
Increased importance of living and working environment is increasing sector profile.
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Personality promotion increases interest.
Recreational shopping sustaining catering outlets in difficult economic climate.
Achieving the benefits of improved uptake of training.
Improved presentation and display increases both sales and margin.
Aging population more aware and interested in gardening.
Import substitution within larger units will support local producers.

4. Challenges.
Can slip between the cracks – not production horticulture or pure retail or manufacture! Which
Government Department has lead responsibility?
Retail sector expected to look after itself!
Encouraging participation in affairs of the supply industry e.g. Horticulture Forum
Training of seasonal staff is expensive and often ignored, yet has knock-on implications for the
production sector.
Environmental (green) pressures (Loss of pesticide approvals reduces sales and increases costs).
Larger centres and DIY stores require volumes which are difficult for local producers to service.
Investment required to develop facilities e.g. catering.
Supermarket multiples cream off the high volume lines at peak times.

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but being part of the
wider retail sector, Government support is limited. The support requirements identified
to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
Minimise unnecessary regulation and controls.
Clarify lead responsibility within Northern Ireland Executive.
Promotion of local produce
Disease protection through effective local Plant Health enforcement with the required scientific
support.

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked to sector needs; based on regular
stakeholder consultation
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Development of education programmes / modules in areas where industry need have been
identified.
Sharing /cutting programme development costs for minority sectors through collaborative
and/or distance learning programmes
Increased short course provision for seasonal / part-time staff.

Research.
Largely based on market research and consultancy linked activity. No action identified. Funding
and commercial sensitivities would be an issue.

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Sustain relationship between sector organizations and CAFRE to access best practice results and
encourage local adoption.
Increased engagement between industry and education providers
Active participation in the wider industry e.g Horticulture Forum
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b) Floristry.
Like Garden Centres, Floristry businesses are part of both the horticulture supply chain
and the general retail sector. Creativity and artistic flair are key qualities for a successful
florist, however the huge range of flowers and plants available, each with its own
particular set of requirements and properties means that a sound understanding of
flowers and foliage is a fundamental underpinning requirement.

Florists provide important routes to market for cut flowers and pot plants as well as
creating bouquets and displays for both corporate and individual customers. Most but
not all operate from retail shops and provide services ranging form individual sales to
personalised bouquets or “dressing” locations for specific functions.

There are believed to be some 6000 floristry businesses throughout the UK
(myjobsearch.com) employing nearly 29,000 people. The economic value estimates
vary from £1.5 billion to £2.2 billion at retail, level. Florist services are now being
provided within garden centres and supermarkets as part of their efforts to extend the
range of services / products on offer.

Within Northern Ireland, the Amenity Horticulture Directory for NI in 2011/12 lists 56
florists while Yell Directory identifies 279 Florists in their database. Listing is on a
voluntary basis which means these are conservative indicators of the sector activity.

Training in floristry is available at the CAFRE Greenmount Campus and is also provided
by other colleges and commercial organisations throughout the UK and Ireland.
1. Economic Significance
Critical route to market for local produce
Estimated employment of at least 600 people (full and part-time).
Provides outlet for other local products, including cut flowers and pot plants.
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2. Strengths.
Well distributed geographically throughout Northern Ireland.
Established relationships with local ornamental suppliers.
Good, well supported education / training provision at CAFRE (level 2 and 3)

3. Opportunities.
Realising the benefits of improved uptake of training.
Import substitution for raw materials

4. Challenges.
Can slip between the cracks – not production horticulture or pure retail or manufacture! Which
Government Department has lead responsibility?
Retail sector expected to look after itself!
Encouraging participation in affairs of the supply industry e.g. Horticulture Forum.
Seasonal and peak demand for services at seasonal festivals and celebration days.
Training of seasonal staff is expensive and often ignored.
Larger centres and DIY stores now compete aggressively for business.
Supermarket multiples cream off the high volume lines at peak times e.g pot plants / cut flowers

5. Support needs.
The industry is committed to achieving sustainable development but being part of the
wider retail sector, Government support is limited. The support requirements identified
to achieve this sustainable development are summarised below.
Policy
A strategy for sustainable development of the sector, based closely on this review and
recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to provide direction,
confidence and support to stimulate investment by the commercial businesses operating in the
sector.
Minimise unnecessary regulation and controls.
Clarify lead responsibility within NI Executive.
Promotion of local produce

Education and Training
Tailored education and training programmes linked to sector needs; based on regular
stakeholder consultation.
Increased short course provision for seasonal / part-time staff.
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Research.
Largely based on market research and consultancy linked activity. No action identified. Funding
would be an issue.

Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer
Sustain relationship between the sector and CAFRE to access best practice results and
encourage local adoption.
Active participation in the wider industry e.g Horticulture Forum, when appropriate.

.
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8. Support Needs and Recommendations.
The industry is committed to achieving sustained development but to do so it will require
support from DARD, DETI and other Departments and Agencies. The support
requirements identified to achieve this sustainable development are summarised in the
recommendations below. These are a summary of the common requirements for the
sectors. For requirements relating to each specific sector consult Section 7 of the main
report.

While identification of potential funding streams is outside the competence of
the Forum, Members are keen to engage in discussions concerning inclusion of
funding for the industry within the NI Rural Development Programme 2014 -2020
and/or future Programmes for Government.

8.1. Recommendation relating to Policy.
i) A strategy for sustainable development of the industry, based closely on this
review and recommendations, must be adopted by the NI Executive Departments to
provide direction and confidence while stimulating investment by the commercial
businesses operating in the various sectors and guiding the provision of support
from Government Agencies.

ii) DARD should implement an effective policy instrument to ensure fair and
equitable distribution of margin over costs, along the supply chain (Groceries Code
Adjudicator or Ombudsman). This should be activiated as soon as possible and in
line with action in GB.

iii) A carefully tailored financial support package , linked to strategic development
priorities for the sector should be introduced to encourage investment in new onfarm technology and production systems. The Investment Support for Commercial
Horticulture operated in the Republic of Ireland provides a successful model for such
an approach.
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The scheme needs to be sufficiently flexible to be applicable to all sectors of
horticulture production. The priority areas for funding support identified by the
Forum are listed below.
Investment

Outcome

Modern production systems in
mushroom houses (shelf systems)
Phase III compost production

Increased quality and efficiency

Energy saving technologies e.g.
upgraded heating, refrigeration, steam
boilers, LED lights etc.
On farm storage of perishable product
e.g cool chain vegetable and
mushroom storage and low oxygen
storage of apples

Reduced costs and carbon footprint

High quality protective cropping
structures e.g glasshouses

Improved quality and environmental
standards; reduced maintenance in more
extreme weather conditions ( Climate
change predictions)

Planting new orchards – increased
intensity and diverse varieties or crops
(cider apples / pears / plums etc)

Increased efficiency, fulfill new market
demands, spreads risk.

Increased efficiency and security of supply

Improved quality and environmental
standards ( replacement of DPA);
extension of season and increase in local
produce used.

iv) Funds must be made available on a long term basis for promotion programmes
such as the NI Regional Food Programme to encourage sector bodies and groups to
work in association with Food NI and others to stimulate consumption of horticulture
produce – both as a healthy food and as local fresh produce.

v) There is a continuing anomaly in the Government services provided to the
production and amenity horticulture sectors – in that free training is provided for
production horticulture but not for amenity businesses; and the advice / KTT service
provided by CAFRE is restricted to production horticulture. This policy needs to be
reviewed in the context of delivery of programmes on behalf of the NI Executive and
a unified Programme for Government.
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vi) Producer Organisations, when properly constituted and professionally managed,
have been proven to deliver very significant advantages to producers through
improving marketing, supply chain logistics and providing training and support
services. Clear support should be provided to encourage the development of
Producer Organisations for more sectors, based on the successful models within the
mushroom sector.

8.2 Recommendations relating to Education and Training.
Availability of competent staff is a fundamental requirement for the development of the
industry and should be linked to the future development strategy as well as immediate
industry needs.

Particular issues identified during the review related to the cost of training staff
employed for seasonal activities; lack of education provision for production horticulture;
inability of students to undertake practical tasks on leaving college and differences in
provision and services provided to the production and amenity sectors.

i) Tailored education and training programmes must be linked closely to a) the sector
development strategy and b) industry needs; rather than being driven by the demands
of the validating bodies.

ii) Training and education should be based on regular and open industry consultation
coupled with strong industry representation on CAFRE and other education bodies.

iii) The Public Authority / Local Council organizations are important customers for the
local ornamental sector. Training in the public authority procurement process and how
to maximize success in such competitions is important . Some good workshops are
already delivered by Local Enterprise Agencies / InterTrade Ireland etc.

iv) The lack of production horticulture education provision at CAFRE is a concern to the
industry which believes that agriculture and associated courses should include a short
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mandatory section, such as was once provided under an “Alternative Crops” module, to
introduce an awareness of the opportunities for horticulture crops within a main stream
farming business.

v) Apprenticeships in both Production and Amenity Horticulture are seen as having
considerable benefit and should be progressed by CAFRE and the industry as soon as
possible.

vi) Recognising that facilities must be appropriate and sustain the quality of the learning
experience, education and training should be available in diverse locations to reflect the
needs of the workforce and encourage local participation. -- e.g. partnership provision
with FE Colleges.

vii) Development costs for minority sectors should be reduced through collaborative
and/or distance learning programmes and adoption of industry programmes such as
those being developed by the Horticulture Trade Association

8.3 Recommendations Relating to Research.
i) Access to scientific research programmes on production technology linked to local
industry needs is vitally important and must be sustained. Research can currently be
accessed directly from AFBI for Mushrooms and Top Fruit, but for all other sectors the
industry depends on access through HDC or collaborative projects with Teagasc / other.
The results are then carefully interpreted and demonstrated by CAFRE Horticulture
Development Advisors to ensure that the technology is suitable for local adoption. Any
loss of HDC access due to inadequate support from growers and/or CAFRE will have to
be compensated for by more expensive local provision and so, while the Horticulture
Forum will encourage growers to take up the voluntary registration option, DARD must
be prepared to provide the necessary financial support through CAFRE to sustain this
vital service.
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ii) In view of the importance of taking both policy and commercial decisions on the basis
of sound information, DARD should carry out or commission regular research on a)
horticulture industry size and structure and b) market / consumer trends. This market /
consumer trend information is similar to that produced by Bord Bia in RoI and could be
collaborative all-island research.

iii) The diversity and small scale of the industry makes it particularly difficult to ensure
that the research needs of the horticulture industry are met through the current DARD
Evidence and Innovation Strategy or Research Challenge Fund. The industry is
concerned that minority sectors will be unable to satisfy the “value for money” criteria
within the DARD Evidence and Innovation Strategy and associated research calls, and
so will lose out to the larger sectors. DARD should review the existing procedures to
ensure that minority sector research needs are being adequately met.

iv) A postgraduate studentship should be offered to research and benchmark supply
chain costs, identify world-wide best practice examples and recommend feasible
methods of reduction/containment in the context of the Northern Ireland horticulture
industry.

v) A well resourced and scientifically credible Plant Pathology unit within AFBI is
essential to provide industry with rapid disease identification and control guidance, as
well as supporting Government Agencies in ensuring effective screening of imported
plant material. This needs to be funded over and above any research work
commissioned through the Evidence and Innovation Strategy and the associated
funding allocation.
8.4 Recommendations Relating to Advice / Knowledge and Technology Transfer .
The industry is generally very satisfied with the level of service provided to the
production horticulture sector through CAFRE Horticulture Development Advisers and
Technologists.
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The Amenity Services sector by contrast receives no Advice / KTT support through
CAFRE.

i) Access to research results from HDC or elsewhere with interpretation and
demonstration by CAFRE staff to encourage local adoption is essentialfor the
sustainable development of the industry. Current examples include alternative pest
control strategies to replace pesticide chemicals, for which approval has been lost, and
alternative strategies for apple store management in the absence of DPA authorisation.

ii) Farm / Production scale demonstrations are a critical stage in achieving industry
adoption of new technologies and systems. These must be further developed by
CAFRE for horticulture production sectors. The low level of representation of
horticulture amongst Focus Farms is striking (one mushroom farm and nothing for other
sectors). This programme or a derivative of it, should be continued in the 2014 – 2020
NIRDP; but in doing so the selection criteria should be reviewed to allow for better
representation from horticulture on an enterprise if not whole farm basis.

iii) The small size of the individual sectors makes it essential to maximise the exchange
of information and sharing of expertise with Teagasc and other sources of technical
information. Some sectors e.g. mushrooms and top fruit already demonstrate how
beneficial and cost effective such information sharing can be.
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9. ACTION PLAN FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY.
There are a large number of opportunities, challenges and associated support requirements identified within each of the
sector reviews. This section pulls together some of the more frequently recurring themes with suggested action to deliver
the necessary outcomes.
To ensure that the Action Plan remains relevant it will be reviewed and updated at regular intervals by the Horticulture
Forum to check on progress and revise the content as necessary.
Action
Number

Outcome Required

Policy
Development
Valid evidence is gathered
1
upon which policy can be
based and strategic direction
established. .

Mechanism to achieve the
outcome

Lead
Responsibility

Timeframe.
(Completion
dates)

i) Reviews of the trends in retail
markets for horticulture produce
(edible and non-edible) are
commissioned every 5 years.
These can be joint all-island
reviews as market is increasingly
integrated. Bord Bia has already
led the way with some excellent
examples.
As a simpler and less expensive
starting point a simpler survey of
imported products might identify
opportunities for import substitution
ii) Associated with these reviews

DARD / DAFF

2016

DARD with
Horticulture Forum
support

2012/13

DARD Policy and

2014
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2

Policies are developed and
published which identify
priority areas for action to
develop sectors within the
industry. These policies are
built on the evidence
obtained through Actions 1

should be an in depth assessment
of the size and output of all the
production horticulture sectors in
NI, to assess the capability of the
industry to meet the anticipated
market requirements. The
information in the Statistical
Review of NI Agriculture provides
this information each year for the
larger industries but not in
sufficient detail or accuracy for
horticulture.
It would also be highly beneficial to
do the same for the non-edible
side of the industry, including
landscape construction and
maintenance, sportsturf, public
horticulture, and amenity services
provided to private, commercial
and health related horticulture.

Economics Division

i) Horticulture Forum submits the
Industry Development Strategy to
the relevant Government
Departments and Ministers
ii) The development priorities for
the Horticulture industry are
identified within the Food Industry
Strategy Board guidance and

Horticulture Forum
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DARD / DETI / DoE/ 2014
DRD
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policies of the relevant
Government Departments
iii) Implementation mechanisms
linked to delivery of these policies
is identified within NIRDP 2014-20
and other Programme for
Government implementation
schemes
Policy
Delivery
3

Industry has access to the
most relevant and up-todate scientific research
needed to produce products
and deliver services which
will implement the declared
policies.

i) Research calls arising from the
DARD Evidence and Innovation
strategy adequately reflect that
needed to deliver the declared
policy objectives and with selection
criteria which allows funding for
minority sectors.
ii) Industry makes effective and coordinated input to stakeholder
consultations.
iii) Industry contributes to research
delivery as resources permit,
including participating in the
Research Challenge Fund.
iv) Industry supports and accesses
the research information now
available through the negotiated
arrangements with Horticulture
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2012-14
DRD

DARD Evidence
and Innovation
Priorities Group.

2013 on

Horticulture Forum
and Sector
Organisations
Horticulture Forum
and Sector
Organisations

2013 on

Industry led by the
Horticulture Forum,
supported by
CAFRE

2012 on

2013 on
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Development Company with
suitable interpretation and
contextualising by AFBI/CAFRE .
iv) Where technical information is
more economically achieved,
funded and communicated on an
all-island basis then this should be
done.

4

Effective Knowledge and
Technology Transfer (KTT)
including Business
Development programs
ensure that innovation, new
technologies and good
business practice can be
adopted by the industry, in
line with the established
policy priorities.

i) A consistent and equitable Policy
is determined to define
responsibilities and funding for
KTT and business development
support in the important Amenity
Sector
ii) AFBI / CAFRE provides the
research, KTT and business
development support to the
horticulture industry which ensure
adoption of best practice.
iii) Working arrangements within
DARD / AFBI / CAFRE and other
organizations are constantly
updated, through industry
engagement, to ensure seamless
cost-effective KTT arrangements
work effectively in practice
iv) effective adoption of new
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DARD / AFBI /
CAFRE / Teagasc

Ongoing

NI Executive

2013.

CAFRE / AFBI

Ongoing

DARD/CAFRE/AFBI Ongoing

CAFRE / AFBI /
Industry

Ongoing
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products, ideas and technologies is
achieved through enthusiastic
industry participation in activities
as outlined in 2 and 3 above.
5

6.

Skilled workforce is
available to deliver the
necessary outputs and
innovation at all levels –
operative to management

Strategic Investment
support is targeted to deliver
opportunities identified within
the policy priorities.
Underinvestment is at critical
levels in many sectors of the
horticulture industry. This has
been recognized in other
member States and steps

i) education and training provided
to deliver policy objectives and
meet industry needs as identified
through regular stakeholder
consultation. Local needs must be
reflected in actions by Awarding
Bodies.
ii) Financial support is provided to
encourage industry led training in
the amenity services sector ( as for
production horticulture)
iii) Arrangements are in place to
facilitate the availability of suitable
seasonal labour ( e.g.SAWS)
i) investment is urgently required in
all sectors to sustain
competitiveness and viability. The
high level and specialist nature of
investment required has meant
that the current “wide and thin”
Farm Modernisation scheme has
been of negligible benefit to the
industry. It is recognised that not
everything can be funded, so
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CAFRE / LANTRA

Ongoing

DARD / DETI /
LANTRA/Awarding
Bodies.

2014

DARD

Ongoing

DARD should
consider this
approach within the
context of the
NIRDP 2014 / 20
and PFG.
Horticulture Forum
and Sector bodies
will participate
constructively in

2012-14
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taken to support new
investment funds. Without
this support development of
the sector will remain patchy
and constarined

7

strategically targeted funding is
required on a similar basis to that
being provided in other Member
States e.g Republic of Ireland.
ii) Publicise availability of existing
schemes applicable to the industry.
iii) The specific investments
required have been identified in the
sector analyses but common
themes include reducing energy
costs, containing transport costs,
and meeting costs associated with
the implementation of the EU
Thematic Strategy on Pesticides.
Suggested investment priorities in
2012 are identified in Appendix I.
Returns throughout the
i) Implement an effective policy
Supply Chain must reflect
instrument to ensure fair and
the investment, risk and effort equitable distribution of margin
involved.
over costs, along the supply chain
[Groceries Code Adjudicator
Unless producers at the base (GCA) or Ombudsman].
of the supply pyramid receive ii) Identify and publication of
adequate return for their
international best-practice in
effort and investment, the
supply chain logistics.
raw material on which the
iii) Where appropriate make use of
rest of the industry depends
the EU Fruit and Vegetable
will not be avaiable
scheme (Producer Organisations)
widely and effectively used by our
73

discussions

CAFRE / Forum

Ongoing

Any scheme
introduced must be
sufficiently flexible
to meet Individual
Sector
requirements.
DARD / Invest NI /
DETI

2014-2020

DARD to introduce
systems in line with
GB, without delay.

2013

DARD (Supply
Chain studentship
or funded research)
Industry Sectors
supported by
DARD.

2014

Ongoing
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competitors

8.

9

Promotion of products to
maximize local consumption
at home

Effective Representation of
the industry in discussions
with local, national and
European administration
level

i) Promotion campaigns should
maximize the known consumer
interest in “local” and “fresh”.
It is recognised that this can be
prohibitively expensive but the
expertise in NI Good Food and
Bord Bia can be utilized.
ii) The marketing opportunities
presented by the PGI designations
of “Armagh Bramley Apple” and
“Comber Earlies” should be fully
used.

Horticulture Forum /
NI Good Food /
SCD/ Regional
Food Programmes

2013

Industry with SCD
and Regional Food
Programme support

2012

i) The Horticulture Forum should
continue with its current role as the
single voice of the industry
providing a united message to
government, and review its
structure to ensure its
effectiveness.
ii) the Forum should develop its
skills and build experience in
effective lobbying on behalf of the
industry.
iii) At the same time as the Forum
develops its capability, the industry

Horticulture Forum
with SCD
Programme support

2012

Horticulture Forum
with SCD
Programme support

2012

Industry
participation with

2012
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10.

11.

Improved communication
within and between sectors
is open and transparent to
allow effective solution to
common challenges.
Actively promote the
horticulture industry as a
challenging and rewarding
career for able young
people

sector organizations which are
represented on the Forum should
be supported and encouraged.
iv) Steps should be taken to
improve engagement with the
Amenity Services sector which is
poorly represented on the Forum
at present.

Horticulture Forum
support.
Horticulture Forum

2012

i) This was one of the fundamental
reasons why the Horticulture
Forum was established. The role
needs to be further developed.

Horticulture Forum

Ongoing

The Forum needs to stimulate and
support efforts to improve the
image of the industry and attract
high caliber entrants. Emphasis
should be placed on the positive
career and business opportunities,
scientific and technological
advances, environmental benefits,
opportunities for artistic expression
and design etc.

Horticulture Forum,
CAFRE, LANTRA
and other agencies.

2012
ongoing
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10. ACTION PLAN TIMELINE
Year

Action Plan Action Proposed
Reference

Responsibility

2012

2 (i)

Horticulture Forum

2 (i)

Submit Horticulture Strategy
to DARD, DETI, CAFRE and
Food Strategy Board
Copy Strategy to Sector
Bodies, including those in
Amenity Services Sector for
comment / discussion

9 (ii) and (iii) Develop Lobby / Influencing
Skills
8 (ii)
Support effective Protected
Geographic Indication (PGI)
implementation
1 (i) Part 2
Gather information on level of
imports for some products
e.g. trees / shrubs
3 (iv)
Forum encourages growers to
support Horticulture
Development Company (HDC)
arrangements by using the
voluntary membership facility

Horticulture Forum

Horticulture Forum Supply Chain
programme
Horticulture Forum / SCD
programme supports the sector
bodies (FIF) and / or Groups
DARD / Horticulture Forum / SCD
programme
Forum
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6 (ii)

9 (iv)

11

7 (iii)

Year
2013

Interpretation and
communication of funding
programmes relevant to the
sector
Forum agrees how best to
engage with the amenity
services /retail, sectors and
implements the decision.
Forum leads in stimulating
programme to promote the
horticulture sector as positive
career choice for young
people
Explore the wider benefits of
Producer Organizations and
stimulate interest within the
horticulture industry

Action Plan Action
Reference
2 (ii)
First evolution of policies
relating to the development of
the horticulture industry are
developed
2 (iii)
Hort Forum inputs to
development of NIRDP
Programmes 2014-2020,
based on the Horticulture
Development Strategy

EU Processing and Marketing
Scheme and Renewable Heat
Incentive funding
Forum

Forum works with DARD, LANTRA
and others to agree and implement
programme.

Forum Study tour under SCD
programme followed by meeting /
article to highlight the opportunities
and challenges presented by PO
structures.
Responsibility
DARD / AFSB

Forum / DARD
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3 (ii) , 3(iii)

Hort Forum inputs to the 2013
DARD Evidence and
Innovation Strategy meeting
based on the Horticulture
Development Strategy.
Considers and submits
application to Research
Challenge if appropriate

Forum

3 (i)

Evidence and Innovation call
selection criteria facilitate
support for small sectors and
permit application by external
providers for work where AFBI
does not have the capability
Policy on KTT for Amenity
Sector is agreed
Consultation with the industry
re. KTT priorities and delivery.
Active industry engagement
and action.

DARD

4 (i)
4 (ii), (iii)
and (iv)

5 (i)

DARD and Northern Ireland
Executive
CAFRE with Forum support –
repeated at regular intervals

Consultation with the industry CAFRE / LANTRA with Forum
re. education and training
support – repeated at regular
priorities and delivery.
intervals
Representation on CAFRE
Advisory Group by Horticulture
Forum representatives
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8 (ii)

Year
2014

Promotion of local food
commences in association
with sector bodies and Good
Food NI.
7 (i)
Function of Groceries Code
Administrator (GCA) is active
and effective
Action Plan Action
Reference
1 (ii)
Upgrade of Statistical Review
information published by
DARD relating to the
Horticulture Sector

Forum / Good Food NI / Supply
Chain / Regional Food Programme

6 (i), (ii) and
6(iii)

Strategic investment support
is provided through NIRDP
2014 – 2020 and/or
Programme for Government
targeted at delivering the
opportunities identified in this
strategy and the priorities
identified in the Appendix 1.

DARD / NIRDP 2014 - 2020

7 (ii)

Publication of short study of
best practice in agri-food
supply chain logistics
Support arrangements are in
place to encourage industryled training in the amenity

DARD Post-grad Studentiships /
Evidence and Innovation Startegy
Funding/ Nuffield
DETI / DARD

5 (ii)

Dept. BIS / DARD / DETI

Responsibility
DARD
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services sector

2015

1 (i)

Review of trends in retail
markets supplied by the
horticulture sector is compiled.
Small section chosen each
year to provided desk review,
supplemented by surveys if
required.

Year

Action Plan Action
Reference
Ongoing. 3 (i), 4 (ii)
Existing CAFRE and AFBI
and 5 (i)
functions are sustained and
improved in delivery of
research, KTT, business
development support and
education / training linked to
deliver policy objectives and
industry requirements.
10

Horticulture Forum continues
its work to improve open
communication between its
members (sector
organizations)

DARD initiates ( in partnerships as
appropriate) ongoing programme for
all sectors of the industry, including
horticulture.

Responsibility
CAFRE / AFBI

Horticulture Forum
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5 (iii)

11.

Annual Reviews of progress
with specific and ongoing
programmes of work by both
the Forum and other
agencies.
Effective seasonal agricultural
workers scheme is retained.
Vigorous enforcement of plant
health control backed by
scientific expertise

Horticulture Forum

DARD
DARD
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Appendix 1.
Horticulture Industry High Priority Investment Requirements.
Number

Investment

Outcome

1

Modern production systems in mushroom houses (shelf systems)

Increased quality and efficiency

2

Phase III compost production

Increased efficiency and security of
supply

3

Energy saving technologies e.g. heating, steam boilers, LED lights

Reduced costs and carbon footprint

4

On farm storage of perishable product e.g cool chain vegetable and
mushroom storage and low oxygen storage of apples

Improved quality and environmental
standards ( replacement of DPA)

5

High quality protective cropping structures e.g glasshouses

Improved quality and environmental
standards; reduced maintenance in more
extreme weather conditions ( Climate
change predictions)

6

Planting new orchards – increased intensity and diverse varieties or
crops (cider apples/ pears / plums etc)

Increased efficiency, fulfill new market
demands, spreads risk.
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Appendix 2.
Strategy for Development of the Horticulture Sector in Northern Ireland

Education Provision

This table identifies some of the main education courses provided on the Island of Ireland. It is not exhaustive
and other courses are available from colleges, universities commercial organisations and through distance
learning packages
Sector /
Course

Full /
Part
Time

Level

Mushroom

Institute of Technology Blanchardstown
BSc Horticulture
F (3y)
7
BSc (Hon)
F (4y)
8
Horticulture
BSc (Hon)
F (1y)
8
Horticulture
Post
Grad
BSc (Hon)
F (1y)
8
Entrepreneurship in Post
Horticulture
Grad
Higher Cert in
PT
6
Horticulture
(2y)
BSc (Hon)
PT
8
Horticulture
(2y)
Certificate in Plant
PT
6
Studies
(1y)
Certificate in
PT
7
Organic and
(1y)
Sustainable
Horticulture
Teagasc
B Sc Hon Dublin
FT
8

Vegetable
Production

Ornamental

Cut Flower /
Foliage
















Fruit
(soft
and top)






Amenity
Services

Retail
Services




Floristry

Comment

Options
Options











On line
lectures









On line
lectures

Organic/
sustainabi
lity focus
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City University
B Sc Waterford
IT/Kildalton /
National Botanical
gardens
Certificate in
Horticulture
Kinsealy
Certificate in
Horticulture
Kildalton / Nat
Botanical Gardens
Advanced
Certificate in
Horticulture
Kildalton / Nat
Botanical Gardens

(4y)
FT
(3)

Advanced
Certificate in
Greenkeeping



7













FT
(1y)

4

FT
(1y)

5











FT
(1y)

6











Block
Rel.
(2y)

7

University College Dublin
Full /
Sector /
Part
Course

Level



Mushroom

Vegetable
Production

Ornamental

Cut Flower /
Foliage

























Time

BSc (Horticulture,
FT
8
Landscape and
(4y)
Sport-turf
Management)
Waterford Institute of Technology
BSc (Hon) Land
F
8
Management,
(1y)
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Fruit
(soft
and top)

Amenity
Services

Golfing
Union of
Ireland
partners

Retail
Services

Floristry

Comment

Top-up
with
options
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and
research

Agriculture /
Post
Horticulture /
Grad
Forestry.
Cork Institute of Technology
Sector /
Course

Full /
Part
Time

Level

BSc Horticulture
with Clonakilty
College

F
(3y)

7

Mushroom

Vegetable
Production

Ornamental

Cut Flower /
Foliage







Fruit
(soft
and top)



Amenity
Services



Retail
Services

Floristry

Comment



Senior College Dun Laoghaire

HND Landscape
Design

F
(2y)



6

Can
progress to
BSc at Univ
of
Gloucester

CAFRE Horticulture
FdSc Horticulture
with UoU
Landscape
Management
FdSc Horticulture
with UoU
Sportsturf
Management
FdSc Horticulture
with UoU
Amenity
Management
Cert of Higher
Education in
Horticulturewith

F
(2y)



F
(2y)



F
(2y)











F (1y)
PT
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UoU
NPTC Level 3
Extended Diploma
in Horticulture
Sector /
Course

(2y)
F (2y)
Full /
Part
Time

Level

NPTC Level 3
Subsidiary Diploma
in Horticulture
(Amenity
Horticulture)

PT
(2y)

3

NPTC Level 3
Subsidiary Diploma
in Horticulture
(Landscape
Maintenance)

PT
(2y)

3



NPTC Level 3
Subsidiary Diploma
in Horticulture
(Sports Turf
Management)

PT
(2y)

3



NPTC Level 2
Diploma in
Horticulture

PT ( 1
or 2y)

2

NPTC Level 2
PT ( 1
Diploma in Work
to
based Horticulture
1.5y)
(Parks, Gardens
and Green Spaces )

2



3
Mushroom

Vegetable
Production

Ornamental







Cut Flower /
Foliage

Fruit (soft
and top)

Amenity
Services
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Retail
Services

Floristry

Comment
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Apprenticeship in
Amenity
Horticulture)
Sector /
Course

Full /
Part
Time

Level

NPTC Level 2
Diploma in Work
based Horticulture
(Sports Turf Greenkeepers)
Apprenticeship in
Amenity
Horticulture
NPTC level 3
Diploma in Floristry
NPTC level 2
Diploma in Floristry

PT ( 1
to
1.5y)

2

PT
(2y)
PT
(2y)
F (1y)

3



2



Mushroom

Vegetable
Production

Ornamental

Cut Flower /
Foliage

Fruit (soft
and top)

Amenity
Services

Retail
Services

Floristry
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Appendix 3
a) Investment Support for Commercial Horticulture in Republic of Ireland
Funded by the Irish Government under the
National Development Plan 2007-2013
SCHEME OF INVESTMENT AID FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMERCIAL
HORTICULTURE SECTOR
Terms and Conditions
5th Round (2012)
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR THE 5TH
ROUND OF THE SCHEME OF
INVESTMENT AID FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMERCIAL
HORTICULTURE SECTOR
General
This scheme is intended to assist in the development of the horticulture
sector, including beekeeping, by grant aiding capital investments in
specialised plant and equipment as well as emerging technologies specific to
commercial horticulture production.
The scheme aims to facilitate environmentally friendly practices; promote
the diversification of on-farm activities; improve the quality of products and
improve working conditions.
Under this scheme and subject to conditions 1-30 beneath, aid at a rate of
40% (or a maximum rate of 50% in the case of young farmers – see also
section 9 of the terms and conditions) will be payable on the accepted cost
(excluding VAT, discounts and allowances) of capital investments approved
and completed to the satisfaction of the Department.
The scheme is primarily aimed at those engaging in commercial horticultural
production and/or beekeeping. Non-production investments, which are
directly associated with primary production, may also be considered.
As the funds available under the Scheme of Investment Aid for the
Development of the Commercial Horticulture Sector are limited, investments
will be in competition for grant-aid. The funding is for investments
completed
and claimed for not later than 12th October 2012. Payment claims will be
accepted prior to this date.
Application forms may be obtained from:
Crop Policy, Production and Safety Division, NDP Grants Section,
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Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine,
Administration Building,
Backweston Campus,
Young’s Cross,
Celbridge,
Co. Kildare.
Phone: 01 5058886
E-mail: NDPHorticulture@agriculture.gov.ie

b) Promotion of Fruit and vegetables in Republic of Ireland

Promotion of Agricultural Products in
accordance with the Council Regulation (EC)
No. 3/2008, Commission Regulation (EC) No.
501/2008 and Commission Implementing
Regulation (EU) No. 1085/2011.
The Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine invites Trade / InterTrade organisations representative of the following sector to submit
proposals for promotion/information measures to commence in 2013 as
follows:
Internal Market:
Milk and Milk Products
Fresh Fruit and Vegetables including Potatoes

Specific Details for Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
(including Potatoes)
1. Overview of the situation
While the Community production of fruit and vegetables is increasing,
consumption is on the whole static. There is a noticeable lack of interest
among consumers, which is even stronger amongst the young, notably
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children and adolescents in educational establishments. This is not conducive
to a balanced diet.
2. Goals
The aims are to improve the image of the products as being 'fresh' and
'natural', encourage their regular consumption and bring down the average
age of consumers. The latter may be attained by encouraging young people,
and in particular children and adolescents in educational establishments, to
consume the products concerned.
3. Target groups
Households
Children in educational establishments
Mass caterers
Doctors and nutritionists
4. Main messages
To promote a 'five-a-day'-type approach (recommendation to eat at
least five servings of fruit or vegetable per day). This approach should
be favoured in the case of promotion of fresh fruit and vegetables
specifically targeting children and adolescents in educational
establishments
The products are natural and fresh
Quality (safety, nutritional value and taste, production methods,
environmental protection, link with the product's origin)
Enjoyment
Balanced diet
Variety and seasonal nature of the supply of fresh products;
information on their tastes and uses
Traceability
Accessibility and ease of preparation: many fresh fruit and vegetables
require no cooking
5. Main channels
Electronic channels (Internet sites presenting available products, with
online games for young people)
Telephone information lines
PR contacts with the media and advertising (e.g. specialised journals,
women’s press, youth magazines and papers)
Contacts with doctors and nutritionists
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Educational measures targeting children and adolescents in
educational establishments by involving teachers and school canteen
managers
Point-of-sale information actions to consumers
Other channels (leaflets and brochures with information on the
products and recipes, children’s games, etc.)
Visual media (cinema, specialised TV channels)
Radio spots
Participation in trade fairs
6. Duration of the programmes
Twelve to 36 months, giving priority to multiannual programmes that set
objectives for each phase
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Review and Strategic Priorities for the Development of
the Horticulture Industry in Northern Ireland.
This Report was compiled by the Horticulture Forum for Northern Ireland
with the assistance of a facilitator (Ian Duff) provided as part of the Supply
Chain Development Programme under Axis 1 of the Northern Ireland Rural
Development Programme 2007 - 13. The Countryside Agri-Rural
partnership, 97 Moy Road, DUNGANNON, Co.Tyrone BT71 7DX. is the
managing agent for the programme and copies of the Strategy may be
downloaded from the Partnership website www.countrysiderural.co.uk.

“The Supply Chain Development Programme is funded by the European
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) and the Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) . Further information on this
programme and others delivered by the Partnership, is available at
www.countrysiderural.co.uk.
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